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Abstract

Programming paradigms are categories that classify languages based on their
features. Each paradigm category contains rules about how the program is built.
Comparing programming paradigms and languages is important, because it lets
developers make more informed decisions when it comes to choosing the right
technology for a system. Making meaningful comparisons between paradigms
and languages is challenging, because the subjects of comparison are often so
dissimilar that the process is not always straightforward, or does not always yield
particularly valuable results. Therefore, multiple avenues of comparison must be
explored in order to get meaningful information about the pros and cons of these
technologies.

This thesis looks at the difference between the object-oriented and functional
programming paradigms on a higher level, before delving in detail into a
development process that consisted of reimplementing parts of an object-
oriented system into functional code. Using results from major comparative
studies, exploring high-level differences between the two paradigms’ tools
for modular programming and general program decompositions, and looking
at the development process described in detail in this thesis in light of the
aforementioned findings, a comparison on multiple levels was done. All levels
of comparison indicate that a combination of the two paradigms within the same
system is the optimal solution in order to best tackle both sets of challenges that
each paradigm uniquely faces.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

An early and important step in a software development process is often the
choice of technology, including what programming paradigm and language to
use. There are multiple programming paradigms, each of which define their
own style of writing programs. Languages can be classified into one paradigm,
but there are also languages that are considered to be multi-paradigm. Each
style of programming brings with it distinct advantages and constraints, and it
is important for developers to know about and consider those in order to make
informed decisions about what technology to use.

The object-oriented paradigm is arguably the most popular today, with
languages like C#, Java, and C++ at the top. As an enormous amount of industry
production code depends on languages in this category, when considering
alternatives to the object-oriented style, it seems natural to use it as the default
for comparison.

While the object-oriented paradigm has dominated for a long time, the
functional paradigm has been gaining traction in recent years. Major platforms
like Twitter have utilized functional approaches to handle the complexity
of cloud computing [1], and languages like C# and Java have implemented
increasing numbers of functional constructs in their updates. Clearly, there is
merit to the functional way of thinking.

In the vein of assessing the viability of the functional style as an alternative,
in this thesis I will be comparing the object-oriented with the functional
programming paradigm. The core of this thesis has two parts; the first part
consists of a high-level comparison between the paradigms. Here I will be
exploring relevant comparative studies and compare their findings, before
delving into some of the ways that the two paradigms support modularity
and extensibility. In the second part, I will be describing a case-study where I
reimplemented an object-oriented C# message passing system into a functional
alternative written in the language F#. At the end, I will conduct some
analyses in order to make a quantitative comparison between the C# and F#
implementations.

With this thesis, I seek to answer the following three research questions:

RQ1: What is the scientific consensus on how the object-oriented and functional
programming paradigms compare?
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RQ2: What high-level differences exist between the object-oriented and func-
tional programming paradigms, and what impact do those differences have
on software systems written with those styles?

RQ3: How do the findings in the answers to RQ1 and RQ2 relate to the case-study
described in part 2 of this thesis?
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Chapter 2

Background

The focus of this thesis is a comparison between the functional and object-
oriented paradigms, as well as the C# and F# implementations of an asynchron-
ous message passing system described in chapter 7. Therefore, in this chapter I
will describe the functional and object-oriented paradigms. I will also describe
the main languages used for the purpose of comparison in this thesis, C# and
F#, and classify them based on their propensity to support different styles of pro-
gramming. Lastly, I will give a brief introduction to the company that I wrote this
thesis with, and some details about the type of system I reimplemented.

2.1 Functional programming

A prime characteristic of the functional programming paradigm is that it treats all
computation as the evaluation of mathematical functions. This means that each
function always produces the same output for a given input. To achieve this with
certainty, a functional program is stateless and avoids mutable data. No function
behaviour can depend on changeable global state, or else the function will not
always produce the same output for a given input. Programs at large are built up
by functions, which should be composeable to create more complex behaviour.
The functional paradigm is also a declarative paradigm, which entails program-
ming by specifying the desired result, rather than how to get it [2]. This is done
by using expressions as opposed to statements. Beyond the established rules of
functional programming, there are additional features that are so commonplace
in most functional languages that they can be considered part of the functional
paradigm. The following is a summary of such central features, along with some
general functional programming concepts:

Type inference: Most functional languages have type inference1, which
means that the data types of expressions are automatically deduced by the
compiler. Put differently, the programmer does not have to specify any types
when writing expressions. This feature relies on the next concept, strong static
typing.

1There are notable exceptions, like Common Lisp and Lisp-Scheme, which use dynamic type
checking, and as a result have no type inference.
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Strong static typing: Functional languages are usually statically type
checked, which means that the type safety of a program is verified at compile
time. To this end, programs are rejected if they can not guarantee that any
possible function call is performed with the right input types. The "strong" part
refers to the fact that the language prevents a programmer from circumventing
the type system in any way.

Avoid side effects: Functional programming aims to avoid side effects
entirely. Side effects in this context means changing variables or any kind of data.
When adhering to this, programs can become easier to reason about, as there is a
lower chance for the program to induce unexpected behaviour.

Immutable data structures: A data structure is immutable when it can not
be modified after being given an initial value. This may seem unnatural to
developers who are only used to imperative programming, but it has significant
benefits. When the compiler guarantees that a data structure can not change, the
probability of inducing unexpected side effects is reduced.

Pure functions: functions are considered pure if they have two specific
properties; firstly, they must always produce the same output for a given input.
Secondly, they can not cause any side effects at all, including locally inside the
function body. The idea is that the purer a program is, the easier it is to compose
any combination of its functions without unexpected issues.

Higher-order functions: Higher-order functions is a core feature of functional
programming. A higher-order function is a function that has the ability to take
other functions as arguments, or return a new function entirely. This is facilitated
by a language having first class functions, which means that functions can be
passed as arguments to other functions, returned as a value by other functions,
or be assigned to variables. The uses of this feature is further explored in chapter
6.1.2.

Currying: Currying means that a function with n parameters can be called
with any number of arguments x < n, and will return a new function that
takes n − x arguments. In other words, a function can be called without all the
necessary arguments needed to complete its evaluation, and the result is a new
function that takes the remaining arguments. This concept is further discussed
in chapter 6.1.1.

Partial application: This is closely tied to currying, and it simply means to
call a function without supplying all its arguments. The result, as mentioned, is a
new function that takes only a subset of the parameters, however the arguments
that were provided in the partial application are "captured" in this new function.
This feature has many uses with regard to modularity and code reuse, and is
explored in further detail in chapter 6.1.1.

Lazy evaluation: Lazy evaluation is an evaluation strategy that delays the
evaluation of an expression until its value is needed. Some functional languages
are lazily evaluated by default, like Haskell [3]. Others, like OCaml, Scheme, and
F#, can opt into it when needed [4–6]. This feature and its potential benefits is
explored in detail in chapter 6.1.3.
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2.2 Object-oriented programming

Object-oriented programming is a programming paradigm that is based on the
concept of objects. Objects can contain data, often known as attributes, and
operations, often known as methods. The data of objects is usually encapsulated,
meaning that it can only be accessed by the object itself. Objects usually contain
a number of public methods that define their public interface. An object-oriented
program is built by creating a number of objects that interact by calling each
other’s methods.

A central concept in object-oriented programming is the class, which is a
model that defines the structure of a data type. Classes are used as a recipe to
create unique object instances that contain all the data fields and methods defined
in the class.

Languages that are classified as mainly object-oriented usually also adhere to
the style of the imperative paradigm. This means that they rely on statements in
order to tell the computer what to do and how to do it. Many of the most widely
used programming languages are classified as mainly object-oriented, like Java,
C#, and C++. Yet more languages partially or fully support programming in an
object-oriented style. The following is a summary of some central object-oriented
programming concepts:

Class: A class is a model that can be used to instantiate unique objects that
follow the model’s structure. The class defines everything that must be present
in an object, including the types and structure of its data, as well as its public and
private methods.

Object: An object is a unique instance of a class. It always has the data fields
and methods defined in its class type, but the data itself is unique.

Inheritance: Inheritance is a mechanism for creating classes built upon
existing classes [7], in such a way that a derived class can either use the methods
of its parent as is, or specify new implementations for them. This is described in
further detail in chapter 6.2.1. This mechanism results in a class hierarchy, where
derived classes share a relationship based on their super class.

Subtype polymorphism: Subtype polymorphism is the ability for derived
classes to work in place of their super class. As described in detail in chapter
6.2.1, this is one of the most central mechanisms for creating modular programs
within the object-oriented paradigm.

Dynamic dispatch: The process of selecting the appropriate implementation
of a polymorphic method at run time. It is this process that facilitates subtype
polymorphism, as the public methods of a derived class can be called by name
without knowing which specific subtype is being invoked at compile time.

Interface: An interface is a contract containing the signatures of a set of
public methods. Classes can implement an interface, and are thereby forced by
the compiler to provide an implementation for all of the methods listed in that
interface. Interfaces allow for a kind of subtype polymorphism, as explained in
chapter 6.2.2.
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2.3 The F# programming language

F# is an open source, functional-first programming language developed by
Microsoft [6]. In this thesis, all code on the functional side is written in this
language. F# is part of the .NET framework, and as a result it has access to the
numerous useful .NET libraries found on NuGet. Moreover, it is fully compatible
with C#, meaning that the two can be used in the same project with relative ease.

F# is defined as "functional-first", because while it prioritizes functional
features, it also fully supports object-oriented and imperative programming. The
language is statically typed, and it uses a Hindley-Milner type inference system
[8, 9], which applies a particular set of algorithms in order to infer data types
based on the context they are used in. Moreover, the language supports the use
of generic types.

Syntax wise, F# is largely inspired by OCaml [4], and is considered part of the
ML family.

2.4 The C# programming language

C# is a mainly object-oriented programming language developed by Microsoft
for the .NET platform [10]. The language is based on C++ and Java, with a
syntax that is particularly similar to Java. In this thesis, all the code on the object-
oriented side is written in this language. While the language is mainly object-
oriented, it is technically multi-paradigm like F#, as it supports programming
styles from the functional paradigm as well. C# is mainly statement based, also
making it part of the imperative paradigm. It supports the use of generic types,
which provides a versatile environment for developing classes.

As mentioned, C# supports functional programming. This is mainly
implemented by a set of technologies called LINQ, which provides functional
constructs like filter/map/reduce [11]. The language is also steadily receiving
more functional capabilities through its updates, with newer versions supporting
higher-order functions and pattern matching.

2.5 Fürst Medical Laboratory

The system I am to reimplement is part of the Laboratory Information System
of Fürst Medical Laboratory. Fürst is a private medical laboratory that works
within the fields of medical biochemistry, clinical pharmacology, microbiology,
and pathology. The main service they deliver is the sampling and analysation
of blood work. The laboratory is the biggest in this category in Norway, with
approximately 400 employees. The main laboratory is situated at Furuset in Oslo,
which is the IT centre of the organization and where I will be working from.

A Laboratory Information System (LIS) is a software system that manages,
records, and stores data for medical laboratories [12]. A LIS is usually tasked with
receiving and delegating test orders to laboratory instruments, tracking their
progress, and recording the results in databases. However, the exact domain of
the software system is not particularly pertinent to this thesis. Rather, the focus of
this thesis is will be on the technical aspects of the code. Some code examples will

6



reveal that the system is indeed a LIS, but the part of the system I have analysed
and reimplemented does not contain logic that is necessarily unique to a LIS.
Instead, I will be working with a part of the system that deals with asynchronous
message passing, as described in detail in chapter 7.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

In this thesis I will look at higher-level differences between the functional and
object-oriented paradigms, before delving into a development process where I
reimplement parts of an object-oriented system into functional code.

In the first part, which makes up the higher-level comparison, I will first
analyse the methodology and results of four empirical studies that compare
programming paradigms. The goal here is to explore the current findings in
scientific literature on the differences between the functional and object-oriented
paradigms. Additionally, I want to look at the methods that have been used to
measure said differences, so that I may utilize some of them to analyse differences
between the object-oriented and functional implementations considered in part
two of this thesis.

After exploring the studies, I will look directly at the differences between the
two programming paradigms from a more qualitative point of view. The focus
here will be on the constructs offered by the two paradigms to support modular
and extensible programs.

In the second part, I will document the development process where I
reimplement parts of an object-oriented system written in C# into functional
F# code. The process will begin by analysing the part of the system that I will
reimplement, including its domain, high-level logic, and particularly significant
component implementations. Subsequently, I will begin programming. During
this process, I will record any particularly challenging aspects in translating the
system, while continuously comparing the C# and F# implementations in terms
of coupling, readability, lines of code, and how easy it is to reason about them.

3.1 Comparative studies

I will look at two large scale empirical studies, as well as two controlled
experiments. I will go in detail into each study and their methodology. The idea
is to compare the methodology and results of the large scale studies, which could
hold more validity due to their sample size that is far greater than any controlled
experiment, to the methodology and results of the controlled experiments. Each
type of study has its unique advantages and disadvantages, as the variables
they are able to control differs. The goal is to discover what the strengths and
weaknesses of each study means for their results in this context, and whether

9



their results overlap despite the different nature of the studies.

3.2 Modularity and software evolution

I will look at some of the unique tools provided by the functional and object-
oriented paradigms to support modular programming, and how they are used
to create modular solutions. Furthermore, I will explore the differences between
the general program decompositions of the two paradigms, and what they mean
for the evolution of a system.

3.3 Reimplementing an object-oriented system into func-
tional code

I will begin the development process by analysing the C# code, and describing
its high-level logic. Moreover, I will study and document the most important
components and their implementations. Subsequently, I will translate part of the
system into functional F# code. The aim is to stick with a programming style
that is as purely functional as possible while reimplementing the object-oriented
code, in order to get a comparison between the two paradigms that is as valid
as feasible. While documenting the reimplementation, I will use the knowledge
gained from the high-level comparisons in order to better analyse and compare
the two code bases.
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Chapter 4

F# syntax

All coding examples in this thesis on the functional side are written in F#. Since
many have not studied, or even heard of the language F#, this chapter will serve
as a quick introduction to its syntax.

There are many syntactical differences between F# and C-like languages. To
list a few major ones:

• F# does not use curly braces to delimit scope. Instead, indentation is used;
a given indentation level delineates a code block with its own scope.

• Semicolons are not used at all to denote the end of a statement. Rather, they
are used as a delimiter in data structures like lists and arrays.

• When calling a function, whitespace is used to separate parameters as
opposed to commas1. The reasons for this are explained in detail in 6.1.1.
Commas are instead used to delimit tuples.

4.1 Declaring a variable

The "let" keyword is used to bind expressions to a variable name. This is how
you define a simple value:

let myValue = 10

"Variables" like these are immutable, which means that they can not be
modified after being defined. This is in contrast to mutable variables, which are
the norm in many major languages, and can be changed even after being given
an initial value. If you want to use a mutable variable in F#, you have to explicitly
declare it mutable:

let mutable myValue = 10

Subsequently, you can mutate its value by using the "<-" operator:

myValue <- 20 // myValue is now modified to have the
value 20

1An exception to this rule is when you need to pass in arguments as a tuple.
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4.2 Defining functions

Defining a function uses almost the same syntax as a regular value, except there
are parameters after the name, before the equal-sign:

let square x = x * x

You may notice that no type is defined for the parameter. This is because the
compiler infers the correct type based on the function’s usage, rather than making
you explicitly declare it. Type inference is a central feature of F#, and indeed most
functional languages. The function can then be used like this:

square 4 // produces the output 16

In order to create multiline functions, you just use newlines between
expressions, and indentation to delimit scope:

1 let odds list =
2 let isOdd x = x % 2 <> 0
3 List.filter isOdd list
4
5 odds [1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10] // produes the output
6 //[1; 3; 5; 7; 9]

The code above is a function with a single parameter in the form of a list. On
line 2, isOdd defines an inner function that takes a single number as input and
checks if it is an odd number. It does this by using the modulo operation to check
whether dividing the number by 2 gives a rest of 0 (not equals is written <> as
opposed to !=). On line 3, the library function List.filter is called - this function
filters out elements from a list that satisfy the provided predicate, in this case
isOdd. On line 5, the function is called with an input list, and the return value is
a new list with only the odd numbers left.

4.3 Using expressions

F# being a functional-first language is based on expressions rather than
imperative-style statements. This means that only very rarely do you see a line
of code where the value is not stored in a variable/function name, passed into a
new function, or is the possible result value of a function. The last expression to
be evaluated in a function is always the return value of the entire function:

1 let multiply (x : int) (y : int) =
2 x + y
3 x - y
4 x * y
5
6 multiply 4 4 // output: 16
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In the code above, lines 2 and 3 are implicitly ignored by the compiler as
they are neither the final expressions in the function, nor is their value stored in
a variable or used in any way. In fact, this unusual way of writing a function
confused the compiler and forced me to define types for the parameters, which
is usually not required.

4.4 F# types

F# provides the ability to define your own types. Mainly there are three kinds:
tuples, records, and sum types. Values with these types are by default immutable.
Tuple types are just values that are delimited by commas, like this:

let myTuple = 1, "a", true //type: int * string * bool

Tuples can be deconstructed in order to extract individual values:

let intVal , stringVal , boolVal = myTuple
// intVal = 1, stringVal = "a", boolVal = true

Record types are essentially containers with named fields. They can be
defined as follows:

1 type Customer = {
2 FirstName : string
3 LastName : string
4 Id : int
5 }

Subsequently, the record type Customer can be used like this:

1 let newCustomer = {
2 FirstName = "John";
3 LastName = "Johnson";
4 Id = 123
5 }

Type inference is used for custom types too - for records, the correct type is
inferred based on the field names. The record can then be used by "dotting" into
it and specifying field names:

let firstName = newCustomer.FirstName
// firstName is given the value "John"

Finally, there is the sum type, which in F# is called a discriminated union. This
is a type with multiple cases, each of which can have a value attached to them.
They are defined like this:

1 type Shape =
2 | Circle of float
3 | Square of float
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This sum type is highly useful when combined with the concept of pattern
matching. Pattern matching tries to match an expression to a specific case,
similar to a switch-case statement that some languages have. Moreover, it allows
us to directly deconstruct tuples, or values that are attached to discriminated
union/sum type cases. When combining sum types and pattern matching, we
can write a function like this:

1 let area shape =
2 match shape with
3 | Circle r -> 3.14 * r * r
4 | Square s -> s * s
5
6 let newCircle = Circle 5.0
7 let result = area newCircle // result = 78.5

In the code above, on line 6, a Circle with radius 5.0 is created. When passing
it into the area function, it is unknown which case of Shape the input is. On line
2, pattern matching is initiated by using the "match ... with" keywords. On line 3,
a match occurs on the Circle case. The type is deconstructed to get the attached
radius, and finally the function evaluates to the area of the circle. In order to get
even more concise code, there is the shorthand version which allows us to elide
both the input parameter and the pattern matching keywords:

1 let area = function
2 | Circle r -> 3.14 * r * r
3 | Square s -> s * s

4.5 Object-oriented programming in F#

As mentioned, F# is a "functional-first" language. This means that functional
concepts and semantics are prioritized, but there is also full support for object-
oriented programming within F#. Classes are defined in a similar way to other
custom types, but with two parentheses after the type name:

1 type BaseClass(parameter1) =
2 member this.Field1 = parameter1
3
4 type DerivedClass(parameter1 , parameter2) =
5 inherit BaseClass(parameter1)
6 member this.Field2 = parameter2

Inheritance is achieved by using the "inherit"-keyword, as shown in the
example above. The public interface of a class is given by its members, which
is defined with the "member"-keyword. Every non-static member also needs a
self-reference, which is the "this."-syntax seen in each of the members above.

Abstract classes need an "<AbstractClass>"-attribute attached. Abstract
members can then be declared, which only contain a name and its type signature.
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Method overriding can be achieved by using a self-reference together with the
"override"-keyword:

1 [<AbstractClass >]
2 type Animal () =
3 abstract member MakeNoise: unit -> unit
4
5 type Lion() =
6 inherit Animal ()
7 override this.MakeNoise () = printfn "roar"
8
9 let lion = new Lion()

10 lion.MakeNoise ()

4.6 Functional pipelines

Finally, to end this introduction to basic F# syntax, we will consider the pipe
operator. This is an operator that simply applies the value on its left side to the
function on its right side, but it is very useful.

1 List.filter isOdd [1;2;3;4;5] // regular way
2 [1;2;3;4;5] |> List.filter isOdd // piping the last

argument

The code snippet above demonstrates the regular way to call a filter function
on a list (together with a predicate) on line 1, and on line 2 is the version using the
pipe operator. This is particularly useful in what is sometimes called "functional
pipelines", which are sequences where the output value of one function is passed
into the next. Usually when trying to achieve this, a nesting occurs which gets
deeper the more functions you are trying to combine in one expression. For
example, you may want to execute a number of list operations in order to filter
and structure your data2. The following composed expression filters out all
negative elements of the list, before it filter out odd numbers:

(List.filter (fun x -> x % 2 <> 0)(List.filter (fun x
-> x > 0) [-3;3;-9;9;]))

However, nesting functions like in the example above can result in code that
is hard to read. Instead, the pipe operator can be used to "invert" the logic
into a more linear style, as opposed to the last/most deeply nested expression
evaluating first:

1 [-3;3;-9;9;]
2 |> List.filter (fun x -> x > 0)
3 |> List.filter (fun x -> x % 2 <> 0)

2The predicate with the "(fun -> ..)" syntax is a lambda function, which can be defined anywhere
without needing to bind them to a variable with a "let"-keyword
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This is significantly easier to read and follow; the list defined on line 1 is
passed into the filter function on line 2, and the output value of that call is passed
into the filter function on line 3.

There are more aspects to F# syntax beyond this, but these basic pieces make
up the core of the language, and should suffice to understand the code examples
in this thesis.
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Part I

Comparing the paradigms
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Chapter 5

Comparative studies

In the following chapter I will look at multiple studies that have compared the
functional and object-oriented programming paradigms. The goal here is to
explore existing findings on this subject so that I can compare them with my
own findings during the development process described in chapter 8 and 9.

When it comes to comparing programming languages and paradigms, there
are mainly two approaches that have been used: controlled experiments and
repository mining. In terms of empirical comparisons between the object-
oriented and functional programming paradigms in particular, there are not very
many studies to choose from. As a result I have selected four different studies of
varying quality, two from each approach.

5.1 Controlled experiments

A widely used approach to comparing programming languages and paradigms
is controlled experiments. Such studies are usually conducted by monitoring par-
ticipants as they implement equivalent programs in multiple languages. Metrics
such as development time, amount of bugs introduced during development, the
time it took to fix those bugs, program runtime performance, and lines of code are
often measured in order to compare implementations. In the following section, I
will look at two relevant controlled experiments and discuss their findings.

5.1.1 Study: Comparing Programming Paradigms: an Evaluation of
Functional and Object-Oriented Programs

This study [13] aimed to investigate whether the code quality of programs
produced in a functional language differs from those produced in an object-
oriented language. It involved following a development process of equivalent
programs in the functional language SML, and the object-oriented language C++.
Relevant measurements were performed in order to compare the programs and
development processes.
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Methodology

The experiment consisted of implementing 12 sets of algorithms in both SML and
C++. Prior to undertaking this experiment, the authors performed preliminary
investigations to establish a baseline of software metrics that could be used
to measure code quality in each paradigm [14, 15]. In these preliminary
investigations they found that variables like lines of code, number of function
definitions, the number of modification requests and known errors during
development, developer experience, application domain, and a subjective
complexity assessment done by the developers of a program are correlated with
code quality for both paradigms. In order to mitigate the effects of variables
that could threaten the validity of the results, such as developer experience and
application domain, a single developer was employed for the entirety of the
experiment, and all algorithms were taken from the same domain (the image
analysis domain).

This study’s approach to metrics is an interesting one. The goal was to
measure external product attributes of the code such as reliability, usability,
maintainability, testability, and reusability. Such a task is very difficult, so instead
of trying to measure them directly, they gathered two sets of metrics during
development for correlation purposes.

The first set is a number of metrics that measure the development process,
such as the number of errors discovered during development, the time taken to
fix said errors, total development time, and a subjective assessment of complexity
provided by the developer.

The second set is a number of measures of some internal attributes of the
code. These include metrics like lines of code, number of function definitions,
and number of distinct functions called by the program.

The idea behind this separation is that it allowed the authors to look for any
correlations between internal code attributes and the success of a development
process.

To establish statistical significance in their findings, the authors used the
"Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance on ranks", which is a rank based
non-parametric method for testing whether two or more samples originate from
the same population [16]. A benefit of this analysis is that it can be used on sets of
data that are not normally distributed, which was the case for the data produced
in this experiment.

Results

The measurements showed that 60% more custom functions and nearly four
times as many library functions were called in the SML code than in the C++
code. According to the authors, this indicates that functional programming lan-
guages may encourage a greater degree of reuse than object-oriented languages.
Although, they point out that this is in part due to the significant use of list pro-
cessing functions in the SML programs. The time taken to test the programs took
significantly longer for SML, with 105% more time used - however, this could
largely be ascribed to a less efficient testing environment, and a higher number
of tests ran. The number of known errors per 1,000 non-comment source lines
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was significantly higher in the SML programs, with 118% more than C++. How-
ever, the authors note that this was probably partially due to the fact that they
included syntax errors.

The authors conclude that the most interesting results of this study however
were the differences that were not found; there were no statistically significant
differences in the total number of known errors, modification requests, the
times taken to fix or implement these, the subjective complexity measure, or
total development time. Moreover, no significant differences were found in the
number of non-comment source lines (although the SML solutions had fewer
lines of code in absolute terms) or number of function definitions, both of which
had been found to be correlated with code quality for both paradigms in the
authors’ preliminary investigations. All in all, the two paradigms performed
fairly similarly.

5.1.2 Study: Comparative analysis of functional and object-oriented
programming

This study [17] is a small controlled experiment that sought to compare the
functional and object-oriented programming paradigms. According to the
authors, an overview of the efficiency of programming languages is given by
measuring two basic parameters, namely number of lines of code and program
execution speed. Towards this end, the authors implemented and compared
three algorithms in the mainly functional languages Haskell and F#, and the
mainly object-oriented languages Java and C#.

Methodology

The authors implemented three algorithms in the four languages included in this
study. The algorithms used were solutions to the "N queens problem", generation
of left-truncatable primes, and merge sort.

The N queens problem entails placing N queens on an NxN chessboard
in such a way that no two queens can attack each other [18]. The authors
chose a solution to this problem called "backtracking" in order to show the
limitations of functional programming, as this particular algorithm usually calls
for programmatic solutions that use mutation of data, which a pure functional
program avoids. The solutions were subsequently used to solve the N queens
problem for N = 12, 13, and 14.

Left-truncatable primes are prime numbers without the digit zero that remain
prime no matter how many of the leading digits are removed [19]. Performance
was measured when calculating the 1300th, 1700th and 1800th left truncatable
primes.

Merge sort is a divide and conquer, comparison-based sorting algorithm [20].
The algorithm works by dividing an unsorted list of N elements into N sublists,
each containing one element. Subsequently, the sublists are merged in a sorted
manner until there is only one sublist remaining, which will be the sorted list. For
this algorithm, they used inputs of 10, 20, 50, and 100 thousand random numbers.

In addition to measuring the execution speed of each solution, they measured
memory usage during execution. After measuring the performance of each
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solution, a basic lines-of-code analysis was performed for all implementations.
The authors used no statistical methods in order to establish the significance

of their findings, but rather went for a direct comparison.

Results

The performance tests for the N queens problem showed that Haskell and F#
were significantly slower than the object-oriented languages. As the authors
note, this can be attributed to the fact that the functional implementations could
not take full advantage of the backtracking solution. However, the functional
implementations were also significantly more concise, with roughly half the
number of lines of code compared with the object-oriented implementations.

The measurements done for the generation of left-truncatable primes showed
that the .NET languages C# and F# were slower by a significant margin than
Haskell and Java. The authors do not specify why they think this was the case.

The execution speed measurements of the merge sort solutions showed a
similar result to the generation of left-truncatable primes. Again, the two .NET
languages performed poorly in relation to Java and Haskell.

The authors further note that processor usage during execution was almost
identical across all solutions. However, the Haskell programs were only about
half as memory-intensive as all the other programs. The authors argue that
this can be ascribed to the fact that functional programs do not consume extra
memory to capture a program’s state.

Finally, the lines-of-code analysis showed that the functional solutions were
significantly more concise than the object-oriented ones, using only about half
the code lines. However, it should be noted that the algorithms implemented are
quite small, all hovering around 15-50 lines of code - which arguably threatens
the validity of such a comparison.

All in all, limited tests showed that Java was the fastest language, while
Haskell consumed less memory. Moreover, the functional implementations were
more concise across all solutions.

5.2 Repository mining

Another approach to comparing programming languages and paradigms is
repository mining. This entails gathering and analysing large samples of code
from code repository websites like GitHub. In the following section I will look at
two relevant comparative studies that mined repositories for their data samples.

5.2.1 Study: A Large-Scale Study of Programming Languages and Code
Quality in Github

The first study [21] in this section is a large scale empirical study that aimed to
explore what effect programming languages has on software quality. For data
gathering, they used the popular code repository GitHub [22]. The study spans
729 projects across 17 different programming languages.

There have been multiple studies examining the impact of language choice
in recent years, but as the authors say, those have been limited in scope due to
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taking on the form of controlled experiments. As such, this study aims to further
contribute to the topic by providing a large scale empirical analysis.

Methodology

In order to retrieve their data, the authors used GitHub Archive, which
is a database that stores all public GitHub activities, including commits,
pull requests, and issue tracking. Considering the very large sample size,
performing manual data handling in the first stages is out of the question.
The authors overcame this by utilizing automated methods; specialized tools
can be calibrated to search GitHub and aid the selection process by discarding
unsuitable projects and finding suitable ones.

The authors used tools and automated methods in order to identify the top 17
most used languages, retrieve the top 50 most popular projects for each language,
and subsequently the evolution history of each selected project. The evolution
history in this case entailed commit logs, author date, and author name.

The commits of a project often contains information about bugs and issues
that have been fixed. The authors exploit this by using a keyword search of the
commits in order to categorize bugs for all projects. Bugs were classified based
on cause and impact - for example concurrency (cause) and failure (impact).
By iteratively improving the keyword search-based categorization method, it
reached an average accuracy of roughly 83% when controlling its results against
a set of bug categorizations that were done manually.

The authors further identified project domain by using a topic analysis
algorithm called Latent Dirichlet Allocation [23]. Subsequently, they used
negative binomal regression [24] in order to model the amount of defective
commits against factors thought to affect software quality, like type system and
programming paradigm.

Results

For overall defect proneness, some languages (Clojure, Haskell, Ruby, Scala,
and TypeScript) were shown to induce less errors than the average - however,
the effect was very small. Moreover, languages classified as functional had
a smaller relationship to defects than procedural and scripting languages.
While these findings were statistically significant, the authors note that the
choice of programming language was responsible for less than 1% of overall
defect proneness deviation. Utilizing the domain categorizations, no general
relationship between domain and language defect proneness was shown.

Although the effect on overall defect proneness was small, the choice
of language was strongly associated with defect types. The authors point
out that language matters more for specific bug categories than for defects
overall. Languages with unmanaged memory, such as C, C++, and Objective-C,
induced more memory errors than the average. Statically typed languages, and
particularly procedural languages with unmanaged memory introduced more
concurrency errors than the rest. In the security category, the languages Erlang,
C, C++, and Go produced more errors than average, while TypeScript and Clojure
produced less errors than average.
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All in all, the analyses showed that choice of specific programming language,
as well as paradigm, had a very small, but statistically significant impact on
overall defect proneness. The choice of domain however was not shown to cause
specific languages to fail more often. The greatest effect in this study was found
in the choice of programming language on defects in specific categories rather
than defects overall.

5.2.2 Study: A Comparative Study of Programming Languages in
Rosetta Code

Similar to the GitHub-study addressed in 5.2.1, this is a large scale empirical
study that compares programming paradigms and languages. It analyses 7087
solutions to 745 computational problems in 8 different languages, taken from the
Rosetta Code website. The study’s research questions target various program
features including conciseness, size of executables, running time, memory usage,
and failure proneness [25].

Rosetta Code [26], the source of the data, is a collection of code solutions
to a number of distinct tasks that describe computational problems. There
are currently 937 tasks on Rosetta Code, however this study uses a June 2014
snapshot of the website, at which point there were only 745. According to the
website’s own stated purpose;

"The idea is to present solutions to the same task in as many different languages as
possible, to demonstrate how languages are similar and different, and to aid a person with
a grounding in one approach to a problem in learning another." [26]

With thousands of contributors, users can provide their own solutions to
problems in their favourite language, revise or critique the code of other users.

Methodology

The authors filtered solutions meticulously in order to achieve fair comparisons,
and consequently a high level of result validity. Task descriptions were used to
categorize tasks into three sets based on what type of analysis they were suited
for: lines-of-code, compilation, or execution. Lines-of-code analysis is simply
an analysis of how many lines of code the solutions have. The compilation
analysis measured the size of the compiled executables. The execution analysis
measured runtime performance, which included total execution time, memory
usage during execution, and number of failures occurring at runtime. Tasks
selected for execution analysis were further divided into two subsets; one for
computation-heavy tasks with scaleable input, and one for tasks with modest
workloads.

The programming languages to use in the analysis were selected based on a
combination of their ranking on Rosetta Code, as well as the TIOBE index, which
is a monthly-published language ranking based on number of hits in popular
search engines [27]. Eight widely used languages were selected from Rosetta
Code to represent the four major programming paradigms:

• Procedural: C and Go

• Object-oriented: C# and Java
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• Functional: F# and Haskell

• Scripting: Python and Ruby

The authors generated metrics for lines of code, size of the executable,
execution time, memory usage, number of page faults, and number of runtime
failures. Their statistical analysis consisted of pairwise comparisons between
the chosen languages. For all metrics except error proneness, they normalized
the data and used a Wilcoxon Signed-rank test [28] in order to assess whether
the mean ranks of language pair metrics differed. To analyse the unnormalized
metrics for error proneness, they used a Mann-Whitney U test [29], which is a
rank based non-parametric test to check whether two samples originate from the
same population - similar to the Kruskal-Wallis test used in [13] as described in
5.1.1.

Results

The results of the analyses showed that functional and scripting languages
produce significantly more concise code than procedural and object-oriented
languages.

Furthermore, the authors found that languages that compile into bytecode
produce far smaller executables than those that compile into native code.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, C achieved the fastest execution times for the
computation-heavy tests, with Go (the other procedural language) as a close
second place. Moreover, the two procedural languages used memory more
efficiently than the others. The measurement of page faults showed that
functional languages make distinctly non-local memory access, as they triggered
significantly more page faults than all other languages. For the tasks with modest
workloads however, far less difference between languages was found. According
to the authors, this indicates that languages belonging to traditionally slower and
less memory-efficient paradigms might be competitive performance wise, as long
as the workloads are relatively modest.

Lastly, the results of the tests showed that compiled, strongly-typed lan-
guages were much less prone to runtime failures than interpreted or weakly-
typed languages - with the exception of Java. In other words, programming
paradigm was not a good predictor for error proneness in these analyses, but
rather the specific kind of type system used by the languages.

5.3 Discussion

In this chapter, I have looked at four different studies that compared the func-
tional and object-oriented programming paradigms to some degree. Different
methods for data gathering and metric generation were used; the controlled ex-
periments could perform measurements directly and manually for each case, as
their sample sizes were small and produced by participants in the studies them-
selves. The large scale repository mining-studies used automated methods in or-
der to retrieve, categorize, test, and measure programs. This difference in meth-
odology is necessitated by the difference in sample sizes, and each method intro-
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duces unique advantages and drawbacks. The controlled experiments were able
to categorize their data with complete accuracy, but the small sample sizes and
limited scope of the tests means that it is harder to asses the statistical validity
of their results. The repository mining-studies were able to analyse very large
sample sizes, however the need to use automated methods means that their cat-
egorizations can probably not reach the level of accuracy of controlled experi-
ments. In light of these opposite problems, it is interesting to view and compare
the results to see if there is overlap between findings.

Across all of the studies that measured lines of code, it was established
to some degree that functional languages produced more concise programs
than object-oriented languages. In absolute numbers, this was replicated in all
studies. However, the controlled experiment of 5.1.1 did not find the difference
in conciseness to be statistically significant when using the Kruskal-Wallis test
on their samples. This is in line with my own analysis of the reimplementation
explored in chapter 8, where the functional variant produced more concise
components in terms of the absolute number of lines of code, yet did not show
statistical significance at the 5% level when using a rank based analysis.

In terms of runtime performance, only the controlled experiment of 5.1.2
and repository mining-study of 5.2.2 performed measurements. The controlled
experiment showed that the functional programs were significantly slower than
the object-oriented programs when implementing pure variants of algorithmic
solutions that were designed to use mutation. This is a finding that can not
be compared with results from the repository mining-study, as the authors
of that study could not manually control whether programs written in the
selected functional languages were using mutation or not. This is mentioned
in their "threats to validity"-section, where they point out that most modern
programming languages are multi-paradigm, and as such they can not control
for the possibility that solutions written to the various Rosetta Code tasks might
use programming styles outside of the main paradigm of the languages.

When it comes to overall runtime speed performance, the two studies
that measured performance showed conflicting results. In two of the three
implemented algorithms, the controlled experiment had Haskell and Java
performing significantly better than the .NET languages C# and F#. In the
repository mining-study however, Haskell and C# were slower than both Java
and F#, with Haskell being behind C#. Furthermore, F# was only marginally
slower than Java. This difference in results could be affected by several factors.
Firstly, the sample size of the controlled experiment was so small that the results
of that study might not be reproducable across a wider range of algorithms,
whereas the larger sample size of the repository mining-study probably resulted
in more statistically valid measurements. Secondly, as mentioned, the repository
mining-study might have included solutions in functional languages that used
varying degrees of imperative logic, while the controlled experiment used pure
solutions. When looking at the results in union however, it is arguably reasonable
to conclude that the execution speed performance between the two paradigms
appears to be minor.

In terms of memory usage, the controlled experiment of 5.1.2 showed that
Haskell was on average two times less memory intensive than the other studied
languages. Again, the repository mining-study of 5.2.2 showed conflicting
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results, with Haskell using memory the least efficient of all the studied languages.
It is fair to assume that the results of the repository mining-study is more reliable
on this point because of the far greater sample size. Moreover, the memory
efficiency analysis of the repository mining-study was more thorough, including
average and max RAM usage, as well as number of page faults triggered.
Overall, it seems that functional languages might be a little less memory-efficient
than object-oriented languages, perhaps due to heavy use of immutable data
structures, in addition to supporting features like pattern matching and lazy
evaluation.

When it comes to error proneness, the functional paradigm performed
quite well. In both of the large scale repository mining-studies, the functional
languages were less prone to inducing errors. In the controlled experiment of
5.1.1, one of their metrics indicated that the functional language they studied
introduced more errors per 1,000 lines of code than the object-oriented language,
however the authors believe this could largely be ascribed to the fact that they
included syntax errors.

All in all, the two types of studies explored in this chapter both have
advantages and drawbacks. As the sample size created by my reimplementation
explored in chapter 8 and 9 is closer to those in the controlled experiments, I will
use similar statistical analyses to those. In terms of significant code metrics, the
most reproduced difference between the two paradigms across all studies seems
to be in the conciseness of the programs, where functional programs tend to have
less lines of code.
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Chapter 6

Modularity and software
evolution

A system usually evolves over time in order to meet new requirements, and
becomes more complex as a result. When developing increasingly complex
software systems, it becomes more and more important to structure them well.
A key component to achieving a good structure is modularity - decomposing a
problem into separate, clearly defined parts that can be glued together. A system
broken down into smaller parts whose interdependencies are minimized makes
for much more readable, comprehensible, and reusable code.

The opposite of a modular approach is a homogenous one. With a
homogenous approach, the whole system is designed with only the current
requirements in mind; all the subcomponents making up the system are
integrated and constrained with a pre-determined set of functionalities in mind.
Consequently, the code is coupled and incohesive. Designing a system in this
manner is arguably cognitively easier, but it will quickly incur large technical
debt once changes become necessary. Modularity is therefore one of the most
essential aspects in a system.

The degree to which a language can support modular programming depends
on its ability to create decoupled functionalities that can be glued together
[30]. Some techniques are specific to individual languages, while others are
standard in certain programming paradigms. In this chapter, I will focus on
the techniques that are standard in the FP and OOP paradigms. I will begin by
demonstrating the most characteristic mechanisms used to achieve modularity.
After that, I will explore general program decomposition with regard to data and
behaviour. Lastly, I will discuss the overall differences and similarities between
the paradigms when it comes to creating modular systems.

6.1 FP tools for modular programming

Much can be said for general programming principles and design patterns
to attain a modular system, however the focus here will be the characteristic
mechanisms that the two paradigms provide. For functional programming, the
main types are currying with partial application, higher-order functions, and lazy
evaluation.
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6.1.1 Currying with partial application

The core of FP is the idea that computation is treated as the evaluation of
mathematical functions. A mathematical function takes one input, and has one
output. Despite this, most functional languages implement currying - the ability
for functions to have several parameters. However, they do so without breaking
the rule of one input, and one output. This is possible because the functions
that have several parameters are actually not one, but several functions; for each
argument passed into a function that has n > 1 parameters, another function is
returned that has n − 1 parameters. Take for example this function:

let add x y = x + y

When inspecting the function in Visual Studio, it has the signature

val add : x:int -> y:int -> int

Each arrow represents a function that maps an input to a result. Since there
are two arrows in this signature, it means there are two functions involved. When
passing one integer value into the add function, another function is returned that
also takes an integer - and finally, when passing in the last argument, a regular
integer value is returned.

Currying can be used to quickly create new functions based on old ones by
combining it with partial application, which is when you curry a function without
using all the resulting functions. To demonstrate, by currying the add function
with only one argument, we can create a new function addTwo, which adds 2 to a
given number1:

let addTwo = add 2

Which has the signature

val addTwo : (int -> int)

Meaning that it takes one integer input and returns an integer value as the result.
This function can then be used like this:

addTwo 8

Which evaluates to

val it : int = 10

Currying with partial application allows us to define simple base functions,
and use those to create more specialized ones throughout the system. As
such, not only does it promote general code reuse, but also decomposition
and a mechanism for composing varied solutions. This technique is especially
powerful when combined with the technique discussed in the next subsection,
higher-order functions.

1Currying the add function with only one argument returns another function that has one
parameter, and that parameter does not have to be explicitly defined when currying. This type
of parameter elision is referred to as point-free style or tacit programming, and it allows us to
focus on the high level function composition without any additional noise.
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6.1.2 Higher-order functions

A distinguishing feature of FP is that functions are treated as first class values.
What this means is that there is native support for a function to take another
function as an argument, or return a new function entirely - making them higher
order functions. This is in contrast to first order functions, which do neither [31].

To demonstrate how this feature benefits modular programming, I will use
list operations as an example. In F#, we can define lists like this:

* list ::= [] | * :: * list

The key here is that * is either the empty list, or a value of type * concatenated
with a list of type *. In other words, a list consists of any number of elements,
where the final element is always the empty list. A recursive function is a good
fit for operating on such a data structure - here is one that calculates the sum of
all elements in a list:

1 let rec sum list =
2 match list with
3 | [] -> 0
4 | h::t -> h + (sum t)

The line numbered 3 in the sum function defines the base case. At this point,
there are no further elements in the list to look at, so a 0 is added. Line 4 shows
a regular case where deconstruction of the list into a head and tail is performed,
and the head is added to the tail passed back into the sum function2.

This function however can be modularized, because only the value 0 and
operation + is specific to a list sum function. By abstracting away those concrete
parts, they can be provided in specific implementations later. This results in the
fold, which is a common name for a higher-order function that takes a function
(operation), an accumulator, and a list as arguments. The function it takes as an
argument is to be performed on every element of the list, and the result of every
operation is added to the accumulator.

1 let rec fold f acc list =
2 match list with
3 | [] -> acc
4 | h::t -> fold f (f acc h) t

Code Listing 6.1: fold, the functional way of decomposing list operations

This can then be used to compose new functions with very little effort, like
this:

let sum = fold (+) 0

2This results in a head-recursive function that could easily overflow the stack for very large
inputs - but the example is clear and concise for the purpose of demonstrating higher-order
functions.
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The code above uses the fold to build a new function that is equivalent to
the sum function defined earlier. By utilizing partial application, the + operator
is passed in together with a 0 as the accumulator, and the result is a first order
function that simply takes a list as input and calculates the sum of its elements -
exactly like the first sum function.

Numerous types of list functions can be created based on this implementation
of fold - here is one that counts the length of a list:

let length = fold (fun acc _ -> acc + 1) 0

The code above passes in a lambda function and an accumulator to the fold.
The lambda function takes two arguments: the accumulator and one element
from a list. Because we only want the list length, the element itself is ignored,
but: for each element in the list, 1 is added to the accumulator. Consequently, the
length of the list is returned as the result.

As we see, new and powerful functions can be created with simple one-liners
by using higher-order functions to modularize reusable behaviours.

6.1.3 Lazy evaluation

In programming languages, evaluation strategies are used to determine when
to evaluate an expression [32]. Lazy evaluation, or call-by-need, is a strategy
which delays the evaluation of an expression until its value is needed [33]. This
provides certain advantages that relate to writing modular code, which will be
demonstrated here3.

Why functional programming matters [30] is an article that is often cited by
those who argue in favour of functional programming. Within it, John Hughes
provides numerous examples of situations where lazy evaluation gives rise to
possibilities not otherwise available with eager evaluation. The general point
is that when using eager evaluation, the process of generating a sequence of
estimations until a desired result is reached can not be modularized safely4 -
whereas with lazy evaluation, doing so is trivial.

The article illustrates the benefits of lazy evaluation with an implementation
of the Newton-Rhapson Square Root algorithm, which finds an approximation of
a number’s square root by producing successively better estimations [35]. In
this subsection, I will borrow his example in order to demonstrate how lazy
evaluation promotes modularity. However, while the language used by Hughes
implements lazy evaluation by default, F# is eagerly evaluated by default and
instead lets you opt into lazy evaluation. This makes the approach a little

3Lazy evaluation is often combined with a technique called memoization, which is a technique
for cacheing the results of previous computations so that they can be quickly retrieved without
repeated evaluations of the same expression [34]. However, since this technique is used to increase
performance, and does not provide any benefits with regard to modularity, it will not be the focus
here.

4I add the word safely, because technically, even with eager evaluation this process can be split
into several parts - but that requires generating many iterations of a sequence and storing them in
memory. That necessitates defining a cut-off point after which the program will no longer generate
additional iterations of a sequence. Consequently, there might not be sufficient elements to reach
the desired termination condition of the algorithm.
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different, but you can still glean the benefits that it provides for modular
programming.

The Newton-Rhapson Square Root algorithm takes an initial approximation
a0 and computes increasingly accurate results for each iteration using the rule:

ai+1 = (ai + n/ai)/2

where ai is the current best approximation, and n is the number we wish
to find the square root of. Programming solutions to such problems take
a tolerance eps (epsilon) that defines the termination condition; when two
successive approximations differ by less than eps, the estimation is considered
good enough.

Here is an example of such a programming solution in psuedo code:

1 x = a0
2 y = a0 + 2 * eps
3 // y's initial value does not matter so long as abs(x-

y) > eps
4
5 while abs(x-y) > eps do
6 y = x
7 x = (x + n/x) / 2
8
9 // The square root of n is now stored in x

This program is indivisible with eager evaluation - it can not be split into
different parts that can be glued together. The nature of such iterative estimation
algorithms makes it so that all of the processing has to happen within a single
loop body. If we wished to create a separate solution with only a slight
modification, there would be no possibility of reuse as we would have to copy all
of the code before making the minor change.

This is where lazy evaluation comes in handy. Firstly, we can use the rule
defined earlier to create a function that computes the next result in the sequence
of approximations (the F# sequence builder demands that an approximation a is
on the form (a, ai+1) option, because it can also create definite/more advanced
sequences):

let nextApproximation n x = (x, (x + n/x)/2.0) |> Some

n is the number we wish to find the square root of, and x is the current best
approximation.

Then, we create a function that can actually build the sequence:

let unfoldSeq f a = Seq.unfold f a

where f is the rule that defines the sequence form, and a is the initial
approximation.

Then, the sequence of approximations can be produced by:
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unfoldSeq (nextApproximation n) a0

While the code above defines an infinite sequence, no more results are
actually produced than are needed by the program at any time.

Now we need to make a stopping criteria that will cause an iteration over
this sequence to terminate when two approximations differ by no more than eps.
Firstly, we define the predicate:

let within eps (x, y) = abs (x-y) <= eps

Subsequently, we create a function stopWhen that can take this predicate
along with a sequence of approximations, and yield the result when two
approximations are close enough.

1 let stopWhen predicate approximations =
2 approximations
3 |> Seq.pairwise
4 |> Seq.find predicate
5 |> fun (_,y) -> y

Finally, we can put the parts together like this:

1 let sqrt a0 eps n =
2 unfoldSeq (nextApproximation n) a0
3 |> stopWhen (within eps)

Now that we have a modular square root finder, we can easily create new
parts with small modifications and combine them for new functionalities. The
example made by Hughes [30] is the creation of a square root finder that uses a
relative difference rather than an absolute one in its stopping criteria. This can be
useful for extremely large or small numbers, as the approximation will take far
longer to converge to an absolute limit, and a relative difference might be good
enough:

let relativeWithin eps (x, y) = abs (x/y-1.0) <= eps

This alternative condition can then be recombined with the other parts to
create a completely new implementation that uses a relative stopping criteria:

1 let relativeSqrt a0 eps n =
2 unfoldSeq (nextApproximation n) a0
3 |> stopWhen (relativeWithin eps)

In summary, with the help of Hughes’ paper I have demonstrated here using
F# how lazy evaluation can be used to achieve modular solutions by splitting into
different parts a math problem that is otherwise indivisible. Instead of a single,
atomic loop body to handle the entire problem, the solution is split into four main
functions:

1. nextApproximation: describes the state of each iteration in the algorithm
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2. unfoldSeq: creates an infinite sequence on the form described in nextApprox-
imation

3. predicate(s) that determine the stopping criteria

4. stopWhen: threads a predicate through the sequence of approximations
pairwise and terminates when the predicate is true

Any of these subparts can be replaced by an alternative implementation to
create new functionality without having to copy all of the code5. In fact, only
nextApproximation is specific to the Newton-Rhapson Square Root - the other
parts can easily be combined with a different rule for a completely different
approximation algorithm. The key here is that through lazy evaluation, problems
that would normally require atomic solutions can be split into producers and
consumers for a more modular approach that allows for more decoupled and
reusable code.

6.2 OOP tools for modular programming

Object-oriented programming has some powerful tools at its disposal for writing
modular code. They are generally well known to most programmers, so I will
only explain them briefly for the purpose of later discussion. In this section I will
focus on inheritance with subtype polymorphism and interfaces.

6.2.1 Inheritance with subtype polymorphism

Inheritance is a mechanism for creating classes built upon existing classes [7],
in such a way that a derived class can either use the methods of its parent
as is, or specify new implementations for them. Inheritance is good for
modelling solutions to problems where we want variants of classes that contain
some members of the super class, but with some additional members or new
implementations of inherited members. In other words, it is well suited for
components of a system that share clear commonalities. Inheritance first and
foremost promotes code reuse, but a well planned class hierarchy also makes for
cohesive and readable code.

However, the major support of modular programming that comes with
inheritance is subtype polymorphism - the ability for derived objects to work in
place of their super class.

5If modifications cause signatures to change, the functions might become incompatible as they
will expect specific input types.
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Figure 6.1: Simple display of inheritance

The figure above is a UML diagram that demonstrates inheritance. Shape
is an abstract class, meaning that it itself cannot be instantiated. It provides
implementations for some methods, and also contains the abstract method Area.
The classes Circle and Square inherit the regular methods as is, and are forced to
provide implementations for the Area method.

The class Circle might look like this in C#:

1 public class Circle : Shape
2 {
3 double radius;
4
5 public Circle(double radius)
6 {
7 this.radius = radius;
8 }
9

10 public override double Area()
11 {
12 return 3.14 * (radius * radius);
13 }
14 }

While the class Square could look like this:

1 public class Square : Shape
2 {
3 double sideLength;
4
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5 public Square(double sideLength)
6 {
7 this.sideLength = sideLength;
8 }
9

10 public override double Area()
11 {
12 return sideLength * sideLength;
13 }
14 }

These two derived classes can then be interchangeably used in place of their
super class:

1 static void PrintArea(Shape s)
2 {
3 Console.WriteLine($"Area is {s.Area()} millimeters

.");
4 }
5
6 static void Main(String [] args)
7 {
8 PrintArea(new Circle (5.0));
9 PrintArea(new Square (10.0));

10 }

Code Listing 6.2: Subtype polymorphism

It should be noted that only members defined in the super class will be visible
through a super class pointer, even if the actual object being passed in contains
additional members; the compiler does not know exactly which object is being
used, just that it is either the super class or a derived class that can work in its
stead. Since the compiler does not know which class is being passed, whenever a
method is invoked in this polymorphic way, a mechanism called dynamic dispatch
is used in order to determine the correct method to call at runtime. Dynamic
dispatch is considered one of the core elements of OOP, and is what allows for
this type of polymorphism to function.

Inheritance with subtype polymorphism allows us to create new variants of
classes and pass them interchangeably to methods, thus promoting flexibility in
a system. It can also make code more cohesive and easy to reason about so long
as the class hierarchy is well-structured and certain inheritance mechanisms are
not misused. Since inheritance is so powerful and simple to use, it can also be
easy to misuse. In fact, there is even an often-stated principle called composite
reuse principle [36], which encourages programmers to favour composition over
inheritance. Composition in this context means for objects to contain references
other objects in order to get access to the desired functionalities as opposed to
inheriting them. The argument for doing this is that the design becomes more
flexible and open for changes in requirements. It can be difficult to always model
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a domain based on looking for commonalities between components in order
to get a working class hierarchy. If such class relationships are forced into the
design, it can quickly lead to incohesive and strongly coupled code that is hard
to maintain. Therefore, designing the subparts independently is often times more
natural.

All in all, inheritance is a useful tool in the OOP paradigm. It has the benefit
of major code reuse, and the subtype polymorphism it brings promotes modular
programming. However, unless parts of a system truly have clear commonalities,
often times it is better to design them separately. This is usually done by
programming to interfaces, which brings us to the next subsection.

6.2.2 Interfaces

In OOP, interfaces are like contracts that classes can implement in order to
promise the compiler that they will contain the methods defined within the
interfaces. Similarly to how derived classes can be used in place of their
super class with subtype polymorphism, any class that implements a certain
interface can be used through a pointer with the type of that interface. And just
like when accessing subtypes through a super class, any method not included
in the public members of the interface can not be accessed through such a
pointer. Consequently, not only do interfaces provide another way of achieving
polymorphism, but they provide a simple mechanism for abstracting away
methods that are not necessary in particular contexts. This way of reducing
publicly available methods is in line with the interface segregation principle [37],
which states that a client of a class should not depend on methods that it does
not need.

Client specific interfaces

Figure 6.2 shows a Service class with three clients. All of the clients depend
directly on one large interface. When the dependencies are strongly coupled in
this way, it could lead to several clients being affected if the methods of just one
client needs to change - and hence it may be necessary to recompile and redeploy
them all [37].
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Figure 6.2: "Fat Service with Integrated Interfaces" taken from [37]

Figure 6.3 on the other hand shows an alternative implementation where each
client accesses the Service class through their own specific interface. Each of
these client specific interfaces are implemented by the Service class. This way,
though the clients are ultimately using the same class as before, their access to it
is decoupled. As a result, if the interface of one client needs to change, the others
are guaranteed to be unaffected.

Figure 6.3: "Segregated Interfaces" taken from [37]

Using shrunken interfaces as a mask like this allows us to create more
decoupled and cohesive systems without needing to physically decompose
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larger services. These figures illustrate how interfaces are not only a tool to write
more modular programs, but a simple preventative measure for unnecessary
dependencies.

Polymorphism with interfaces

As previously mentioned, interfaces also allow for polymorphism, as any class
that implements an interface can be used interchangeably with other classes that
also implement it.

This C# program demonstrates polymorphism gained through interfaces,
and it looks very similar to the earlier code example that showed subtype
polymorphism:

1 public interface IPrintable
2 {
3 void Print();
4 }
5
6 public class A : IPrintable
7 {
8 public void Print ()
9 {

10 Console.WriteLine("Object A");
11 }
12 }
13
14 public class B : IPrintable
15 {
16 public void Print ()
17 {
18 Console.WriteLine("Object B");
19 }
20 }
21
22 static void InvokePrint(IPrintable p)
23 {
24 p.Print();
25 }
26
27 static void Main(string [] args)
28 {
29 InvokePrint(new A());
30 InvokePrint(new B());
31 }

Code Listing 6.3: Polymorphism through interfaces
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Polymorphism provides major flexibility and code reuse. Interfaces are less
powerful than inheritance, because no methods or data can be inherited with
them. However, they do not bring with them the potential dependencies and
challenges that inheritance does. As a result, they are a more lightweight and
safe approach to get polymorphic behaviour.

6.3 General decomposition and extensibility

Previously in this chapter, we have looked at mechanisms that are characteristic
of the FP and OOP paradigms in terms of writing modular code. However, when
choosing the right technology for a system, it is useful to look at the problem from
an even higher level. The two paradigms use significantly different approaches
to decomposing their programs. This difference has major effects on how easy it
is to evolve the system in a certain direction, and as such it should play a role in
the choice of paradigm for your system.

OOP decomposition consists of breaking programs down into classes that
contain data with associated behaviour, whereas FP decomposition breaks
down programs into functions that map some input to an output. These two
approaches handle the same problem in the exact opposite way [38]; OOP
attaches data to the methods that operate on it, while FP detaches the two
completely. To demonstrate how this difference affects extensibility, we can
use a variant of a small programming language consisting of simple arithmetic
expressions often called "Hutton’s Razor" [39]. We can visualize it with a 2D-
matrix that defines the two dimensions of decomposition: rows represent data
variants and columns represent operations over those data variants.

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhData variants
Operations

eval ...

Number

Add

...

Table 6.1: Expressions for a small programming language

Then we will create two different implementations of this language; one using
an OOP decomposition, and another using a FP decomposition. We begin with
C# for the OOP implementation of our language:

1 abstract class Exp
2 {
3 public abstract double Eval();
4 }
5
6 class Number : Exp
7 {
8 private double value;
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9
10 public Number(double value)
11 {
12 this.value = value;
13 }
14
15 public override double Eval()
16 {
17 return value;
18 }
19 }
20
21 class Add : Exp
22 {
23 private Exp e1, e2;
24
25 public Add(Exp e1, Exp e2)
26 {
27 this.e1 = e1;
28 this.e2 = e2;
29 }
30
31 public override double Eval()
32 {
33 return e1.Eval() + e2.Eval();
34 }
35 }

In this code, data is stored as instance variables in the classes upon
initialization, and the required methods are implemented by every expression.
In contrast, here is the same language implemented with a FP decomposition
using F#:

1 type Exp = Number of double | Add of Exp * Exp
2
3 let rec eval = function
4 | Number n -> n
5 | Add (e1, e2) -> (eval e1) + (eval e2)

With this approach, expressions and the functions that operate on them
are completely separated. Instead of dotting into a class to use its unique
implementation of the Eval method, there is only one eval function here. To
determine the right implementation for a given expression, pattern matching is
used in order to deconstruct the expression and execute the right case branch.

6.3.1 The Expression Problem - Demonstration

This difference in decomposition has major implications for what type of
extensibility is best supported. A program is extensible in a given way if
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something new can be added to it without having to modify existing code. A
term coined by Philip Wadler called the Expression Problem [40] addresses the
difference perfectly, because without special workarounds, the two paradigms
fail the test it proposes in the exact opposite way. Zenger and Odensky [41] have
later added an additional requirement to the expression problem, and the list of
requirements can be summarized like this:

1. Extensible in both dimensions: a solution must be able to extend both data
variants and operations without the need to modify existing code.

2. Retain static type safety: static guarantees should not be sacrificed for
extensibility.

3. Independent compilation: compiling extensions to one dimension should not
require re-type-checking the other dimension.

4. Independent extensibility: extensions that are developed separately should be
composable for joint use.

When looking at our table of data variants and operations, what we find is
that in an object-oriented language, the columns of are fixed while the rows are
naturally extensible - and that in a functional language, the opposite is the case.
Following this I will demonstrate the difference with some coding examples.

Adding data variants

Extending the language by adding data variants means that we add additional
cases to a data type. As we will see, this is simple using object-oriented
decomposition, and more troublesome using functional decomposition.

To visualize how the decomposition affects the extension, we add a case
Negate to the expressions of our small programming language:

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhData variants
Operations

eval

Number

Add

Negate

Table 6.2: Extending a language by adding forms

Adding a data variant to the language means adding a row to the table. As
shown in table 6.2, the form Negate needs to implement the eval operation. This
is straightforward using OOP:

1 class Negate : Exp
2 {
3 private Exp exp;
4
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5 public Negate(Exp exp)
6 {
7 this.exp = exp;
8 }
9

10 public override double Eval()
11 {
12 return -exp.Eval();
13 }
14 }

No existing code had to be modified with this extension, because with an
object-oriented decomposition, each data variant implements their own versions
of their associated operations. In other words, the OOP paradigm passes the
expression problem when it comes to adding new data variants.

When we attempt to extend the language by adding a new data variant using
the functional decomposition, we run into problems:

type Exp = Number of double | Add of Exp * Exp |
Negate of Exp

In adding the Negate case, our eval function breaks, because there is only one
version of it that should work for all cases of the data variants it operates on -
and now, there is an additional variant that is not covered. We therefore have to
go back to the eval function and modify it to support this new case:

1 let rec eval = function
2 | Number n -> n
3 | Add (e1, e2) -> (eval e1) + (eval e2)
4 | Negate e -> -(eval e)

As such, the FP paradigm fails at the expression problem when it comes to
adding new data variants.

Adding operations

Extending the language by adding a new operation has the exact opposite
outcome; this is straightforward using a FP decomposition, and difficult using
an object-oriented decomposition.

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhData variants
Operations

eval print

Number

Add

Negate

Table 6.3: Extending a language by adding operations
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As shown in table 6.3, the new operation print needs to handle all the three
data variants defined in our small language. Adding this operation to our
implementation using a functional decomposition goes smoothly, and does not
require the modification of any existing code:

1 let rec print = function
2 | Number n -> sprintf "%i" n
3 | Add (e1, e2) -> (print e1) + (print e2)
4 | Negate e -> "-" + (print e)

However, we run into problems when trying the same in the OOP implement-
ation. To add the new operation, we need to modify our abstract Exp class:

1 abstract class Exp
2 {
3 public abstract double Eval();
4 public abstract String Print();
5 }

Doing this breaks all its derived classes, because they are now forced by the
compiler to implement the Print method, which none of them do. We then have
to go back and edit all the different cases of Exp to implement this method:

1 class Number : Exp
2 {
3 private double value;
4
5 public Number(double value)
6 {
7 this.value = value;
8 }
9

10 public override double Eval()
11 {
12 return value;
13 }
14
15 public override String Print()
16 {
17 return value.ToString ();
18 }
19 }
20
21 class Add : Exp
22 {
23 private Exp e1, e2;
24
25 public Add(Exp e1, Exp e2)
26 {
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27 this.e1 = e1;
28 this.e2 = e2;
29 }
30
31 public override double Eval()
32 {
33 return e1.Eval() + e2.Eval();
34 }
35
36 public override String Print()
37 {
38 return e1.Print() + e2.Print();
39 }
40 }
41
42 class Negate : Exp
43 {
44 private Exp exp;
45
46 public Negate(Exp exp)
47 {
48 this.exp = exp;
49 }
50
51 public override double Eval()
52 {
53 return -exp.Eval();
54 }
55
56 public override String Print()
57 {
58 return "-" + exp.Print();
59 }
60 }

Clearly, OOP fails the expression problem when it comes to adding new
operations, while FP passes it with no issues.

6.3.2 The Expression Problem - Discussion

As demonstrated with the code examples, a functional decomposition excels at
extending programs with new operations, while an object-oriented decomposi-
tion is suited for adding new data variants. This stark difference should influence
the choice of programming paradigm when analysing the requirements of your
system. If it is likely that you need to add more operations over a set of data vari-
ants, then a functional decomposition is better suited. However, if you plan to
add more data variants as the system evolves, an object-oriented decomposition
is a more natural fit.
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It should be noted that there are ways to plan for extra extensibility, and even
solve the expression problem, in both the FP and OOP paradigms. But as can be
expected, there are downsides to doing this.

In FP, it is possible to plan ahead for the extension of data types by adding a
polymorphic case to a data type, and to make every operation over this type into
a higher-order function which can handle the polymorphic case. It is however
tedious to add this extra case to every operation, and makes the code harder to
reason about. Moreover, it does not allow for the combination of independently
developed extensions for joint use, and therefore violates the fourth requirement
of the expression problem.

In OOP, there is the well known visitor pattern, which makes it possible to
add new operations without modifying existing code. However, this comes at
the cost of extensibility in the direction that OOP is naturally good at: data types.
Consequently, it is not really a solution to the problem, because it merely flips the
extensibility matrix for an object-oriented program.

For full-fledged solutions to the expression problem, there is the finally
tagless [42] approach in FP, and its OOP equivalent object algebras [43], among
others. These solutions satisfy all four of the requirements posed by the
expression problem. However, they produce more complex programs than
the regular FP and OOP approaches, and as such make the code harder to
reason about. Additionally, they do not actually remove the need to write
implementations for all the missing cells in the extensibility matrix upon adding
a new operation or data type - they simply allow for this to be done without
modifying existing code. Therefore, using these solutions may not seem like a
worthwhile trade-off to many.

To summarize; in this section we have seen how the extensibility of a system
is crucial, but how too much of it can be a negative. It is imperative to be able to
evolve your code over time, but too much extensibility leads to complex code
that is hard to reason about. It seems that the best approach with regard to
tackling extensibility might be to thoroughly analyse your system requirements,
and based on those, choose FP if you expect to add new operations, and OOP if
you expect to add new data types over time. In the event that the system needs
to be extended in a direction that was not anticipated, it might very well be easier
to simply refactor the code at that point than it is to build the whole system using
a complex approach that allows for extensibility in both directions. This way you
can use programming languages in their most natural way, and as a result, the
code is more self-documenting and easier to reason about.

6.4 Discussion

In this chapter I have looked at some unique mechanisms that support modular
programming in the FP and OOP paradigms. Then I have looked at the general
program decomposition of the two paradigms, and how the difference between
them results in different kinds of extensibility6.

6In this chapter I haven not focused on features that support modular programming that are
shared between the two paradigms. For instance, parametric polymorphism is an effective tool
toward this end, but is widely used in both paradigms. It can be applied to both functions and
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FP provides the ability to combine functions in a very versatile manner.
Between currying, partial application and higher-order functions, it supports
the creation of modular solutions with a very low threshold for reusing code.
Lazy evaluation allows for modularizing otherwise indivisible problems as it is
capable of defining infinite sequences without evaluating more elements than are
needed by the program.

OOP provides the ability to create class hierarchies of data variants that
share some commonality. Through inheritance, derived classes can inherit
whole methods, be forced to provide their own implementations of them in the
case of abstract methods, and be used polymorphically in place of their super
class. Interfaces are a less powerful, more lightweight tool that accomplishes
some of the same things as inheritance with less of the drawbacks. Classes
that implement an interface can be used polymorphically in place of any other
class that implements that same interface. Moreover, accessing a class through
an interface can serve to limit the available methods, which can increase both
cohesion and decoupling.

The two paradigms bring tools that support modular programming that
are tailored to their respective decomposition and language features. FP is all
about arranging your program in functions, occasionally defining some data
types for the functions to operate on. Therefore, the ability to quickly and
easily compose functions serves that type of program breakdown very well. In
OOP, a central feature is dynamic dispatch, and the language tools are centred
around this feature. The fact that methods and classes are attached to each other
allows for subtype polymorphism, where dynamic dispatch decides the correct
implementation to call at runtime. Both interfaces and inheritance allow for this
type of polymorphism, in addition to providing a way to organize the program.

The general decomposition of functional and object-oriented languages
results in an ability to extend programs in the exact opposite ways. In FP, it
is simple to add new operations, but extending a data variant is difficult. In
OOP, it is simple to add new data variants, but difficult to add new operations
to existing ones. There are solutions that make the programs of either paradigm
extensible in both directions, however those result in more complex code that is
harder to reason about. Moreover, they do not eliminate the need to implement
the behaviour or data variant that is missing after an extension is made in one
direction; they simply allow for this to be done without modifying existing code.
Consequently, it is important to consider the extensibility matrix when deciding
what paradigm to use. However, as a system usually does not only evolve in
a single direction over the course of its lifetime, a good solution could be to
combine both the functional and object-oriented paradigms in the same system.
This way, the languages can be used in their most natural way, without the need
to base the entire program decomposition on complex design patterns that solve
the expression problem, and the code could become easier to understand, use,
and evolve.

All in all, the two paradigms both support modular programming in their
own ways. The tools provided are tailored to the central language features and
decompositions of their respective paradigms. Studying the difference between

data variants, and allows for them to be written generically so that they can handle any input type.
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the paradigms with regard to their ability to modularize a system is important,
because it allows us to make better decisions when it comes to choosing the right
technology.
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Part II

Reimplementing a C# message
passing system in F#
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Chapter 7

Analysing the domain and core
elements of the system

Before I could begin reimplementing the system in a functional way, I had to
analyse the domain in order to understand the requirements. Simply porting the
system class by class would not have resulted in a functional program structure,
and would have required a solution to rely on imperative and stateful logic.
Therefore, understanding the domain on a higher level was crucial in order to
implement a functional solution.

The system I have studied in this thesis, which is described in figure 7.1, is
a message passing system in the medical domain. Message passing is a technique
for invoking behaviour on a computer by sending messages to it. Rather than
invoking specific functions by name, the model of message passing relies on
the receiver to select and execute the appropriate code based on the message
contents. The passing of messages between processes can be achieved by
establishing a communication channel between them. It can either be done
synchronously or asynchronously; if done synchronously, the sending process
waits until the receiving process completes the task. If done asynchronously
however, the sending process does not wait after sending the message. This type
of asynchronicity is useful when the receiving process might be unavailable or
busy as the message arrives. This behaviour is implemented by message queues
that store incoming messages until the receiving process is ready to take them,
and is the basis for how this system operates.

7.1 The high-level implementation logic

When studying and reimplementing parts of this message passing system, I have
worked almost exclusively with the server side. There is also a client side that
sends requests to and receives replies from the servers, but a focus on the server
side was deemed an appropriate scope for this thesis. In the following section, I
will describe how this server side functions on a higher level.

The solution consists of five main components; firstly, there is a message queue
that listens to the network and takes any message sent to its logical address.
When a new message arrives, it is in a serialized format, which means that all the
information about it is stored in a compact byte format. In other words, it is not
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a valid data type within the context of the receiving program. Therefore, it needs
to be turned into a valid data type before processes can take it off the queue. This
is done by feeding it to an interpreter (deserializer) that understands its format
and can convert it to a matching data type that is pre-defined in the program. To
do this, the deserializer first needs to find a matching type based on the message
contents. In the system I studied, all valid message types are stored in a dedicated
container called the registry, which is the second component. This container is
used by the queue to look up a matching type for an incoming message before
trying to deserialize it. Subsequently, the message is posted to a local channel,
which is the third component. This channel acts as a secondary message queue
for the main queue to append messages to, rather than handing them directly to
requesting processes itself. This way, the main queue can take and deserialize
new messages without needing to wait for potentially busy processes to finish
handling previous messages. Through this channel, messages are requested by
the fourth component: the main loop. This main loop is a class that is tasked
with delegating messages to their respective handlers1. As its name suggests, it
is a separate process that loops for the duration of the program. The main loop
performs a blocking read on the channel that exists between it and the queue.
This means that if the queue is empty, it will wait until there is a message for
it to dequeue. Upon receiving a deserialized request message from the channel,
the main loop checks if it has a handler that matches the message type, because
all message types have their own unique handler. If the request message is a
valid type, its message handler will be found. The message handlers make up the
fifth and final component. These handlers establish a connection to the patient
database at Fürst, and use the message contents to perform a query to it. The
result of the query is packed into a reply message, which is then returned to the
same logical address that sent the request.

There is asynchronicity between the message queue and the main loop in that
the loop acts through its own separate process when receiving a new message
over the channel. However, the message handlers use the queue directly (albeit
through a method in the channel class) when sending a reply message. In other
words, the implementation is a mix between the actor model (described in detail
in 8.2) and a synchronous, object-oriented approach.

7.2 RabbitMQ

The system’s message queue is implemented using RabbitMQ [44], which
is a widely used, open source message-broker written in the programming
language Erlang. RabbitMQ is built on the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
(AMQP) [45], which is an open standard protocol for passing messages between
applications. It provides a flexible platform to send and receive messages,
supporting a variety of patterns such as work queues, publish/subscribe,
routing, topics, and request/reply [46].

The messaging model of RabbitMQ is built on the concept of exchanges, as
well as queues. Exchanges are an intermediary between actors; no actor sends

1The main loop-class is otherwise responsible for initializing the registry, as well as collecting
all message handlers.
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Figure 7.1: Flow chart of the message passing system
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messages directly to the queue of another actor. Instead, they send them to an
exchange that is tasked with deciding what to do with any given message. The
exchange decides whether to append the message to a particular queue, to many
queues, or discard it. Queues can then subscribe to specific exchanges by binding
to them.

RabbitMQ provides a variety of exchange types, but for brevity I will focus
on the type used in Fürst’s code. Their implementation uses a "direct" exchange,
which is used to route messages to specific queues based on a routing key. A
queue defines its routing key when binding to an exchange, and subsequently,
only messages containing that particular routing key will be delivered to that
queue.

Here is a simplified version of the method that initializes Fürst’s message
queue:

1 public void Init()
2 {
3 factory = queueTools.GetConnectionFactory ();
4 connection = factory.CreateConnection ();
5 channel = connection.CreateModel ();
6
7 channel.ExchangeDeclare(exchange_name , "direct");
8 channel.QueueDeclare(queue_name);
9 channel.QueueBind(queue_name , exchange_name ,

queueName);
10
11 consumer = new EventingBasicConsumer(channel);
12 consumer.Received += ReceiveMessage;
13 channel.BasicConsume(queue_name , true , consumer);
14 }

Code Listing 7.1: "Connecting a message queue to a RabbitMQ exchange"

On line 3, an instance of RabbitMQ’s ConnectionFactory class is initialized.
This is a factory class that "facilitates opening a connection to an AMQP broker"
[47]. On line 4 a connection is opened, which is used to create a RabbitMQ
channel on line 52. This channel is used to declare the exchange on line 7, along
with its name and type. One exchange can deliver to many queues, but it needs to
be declared in each queue to connect the two. Subsequently, the channel is used
to declare a queue on line 8. The queue is bound to the exchange on line 9, using
its name as a routing key. An instance of RabbitMQ’s EventingBasicConsumer,
which is a "consumer implementation that is built around C# event handlers"
[48], is created on line 11. This consumer implementation is passed a reference
to the method that we want messages to be delivered to, which in this case is a
method named ReceiveMessage. Finally, on line 13, the channel’s BasicConsume
method is used to declare the queue a consumer of messages.

2This RabbitMQ channel is not to be confused with the local channel described in 7.1. The
RabbitMQ channel defines a connection to RabbitMQ, while the local channel described in 7.1
defines the local message queue between the main message queue-class and the main loop.
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These 13 lines of code define the core logic of how the exchange and
queues are established, and how messages are received. I will describe the
overall implementation in greater detail in the next chapter, when I show how
I translated the C# code into F#.

7.3 Using reflection to collect message types and handlers

As mentioned in 7.1, the so-called main loop is responsible for collecting all
the message handlers that it needs for the types of messages that it expects.
Additionally, it is tasked with initializing the registry, which involves collecting
all valid request message types. This system contains several hundred message
handlers, each with their corresponding message type that they operate on. Each
new server that is implemented only utilizes a small subset of the handlers
and message types. However, having to explicitly register all the types in each
new server could not only be a little tedious, but is less extensible than having
them register automatically. Moreover, it is possibly unsafe; if a server were
to be extended to include an additional handler, and the programmer forgot to
explicitly register it, the server could receive messages meant for the unregistered
handler that it does not know what to do with at runtime. For these reasons, they
utilize reflection for this. Reflection is the ability for a program to introspect its
own structure and behaviour during runtime [49]. In this section, I will explain
how they use this feature to gather all message types and handlers with a few
lines of code that does not change even when new handlers and types are added
to the system.

1 interface IMessageHandlerBase <in T> where T : Message
2 {
3 void Handle(T message , IChannel channel);
4 void SendReply(T request , Message reply , IChannel

channel);
5 }
6
7 public abstract class MessageHandlerBase <T> :

IMessageHandlerBase <T> where T : Message
8 {
9 public abstract void Handle(T message , IChannel

channel);
10
11 public void SendReply(T request , Message reply ,

IChannel channel)
12 {
13 var senderProgram = request.SenderFirstName;
14 var senderServer = request.SenderLastName;
15 channel.Send(senderProgram , senderServer ,

reply);
16 }
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17 }

Code Listing 7.2: The C# messsage handler base class and interface

The code above shows the generic base class that all message handlers inherit.
The abstract "Handle"-method on line 9 is called when delegating a message to
its handler. The "SendReply"-method on line 11, which is already implemented
in the base class, is used by the handler itself to send replies after finishing the
database queries. Inheriting from this base class serves as a static guarantee that
all message handlers will implement these two crucial methods. However, the
base class also implements the interface IMessageHandlerBase, which will be
targeted when retrieving all handlers with reflection.

1 public class MessageHandlerReflector
2 {
3 public IEnumerable <Type >

GetMessageHandlerTypesFromAssembly(Assembly
assembly)

4 {
5 return GetMessageHandlerTypes(assembly , typeof

(IMessageHandlerBase <>));
6 }
7
8 private IEnumerable <Type > GetMessageHandlerTypes(

Assembly assembly , Type interfaceType)
9 {

10 var messageHandlerTypes = assembly.GetTypes ()
11 .Where(t => !t.IsAbstract && t.

GetInterfaces ().Any(i => i.
IsGenericType && i.
GetGenericTypeDefinition () ==
interfaceType));

12
13 return messageHandlerTypes;
14 }
15 }

Code Listing 7.3: Retrieving message handler types with reflection

The code above shows the "reflector"-class used to retrieve the types of all
message handlers. The "Assembly"-type represents the collection of all the types
and resources of a running program in .NET. By using the LINQ-library3, they
perform a functional filtering process on all types in the executing assembly; the
type can not be abstract (because abstract classes cannot be instantiated), it needs

3LINQ (Language-Integrated Query) is a .NET library that introduces query capabilities into
C#. This allows for functional-style programming, which can make for much more concise
implementations of data filtering.
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to implement at least one generic interface, and that generic interface has to be
the "IMessageHandlerBase" defined earlier. The result of running this code is
that the type of all message handlers is retrieved and put into a collection. The
following code will instantiate a reflector and use it to find all message handler
types:

1 var messageHandlerReflector = new
MessageHandlerReflector ();

2
3 var messageHandlerTypes = messageHandlerReflector.

GetMessageHandlerTypesFromAssembly(GetType ().
Assembly).ToList ();

Now remains the code that creates actual instances of the message handler
types so that they can be invoked. The gathering of message types is done at
the same time, because while working with the handler types, we can extract the
message types they operate on.

1 Dictionary <Type , MessageHandlerContainer >
messageHandlers;

2 List <Type > messageTypes;
3
4 MakeMessageHandlers(messageHandlerTypes , out

messageTypes , out messageHandlers);
5
6 internal void MakeMessageHandlers(IEnumerable <Type >

messageHandlerTypes , out List <Type > messageTypes ,
out Dictionary <Type , MessageHandlerContainer >
messageHandlers)

7 {
8 messageHandlers = new Dictionary <Type ,

MessageHandlerContainer >();
9

10 messageTypes = new List <Type >();
11
12 foreach (var mht in messageHandlerTypes)
13 {
14 var messageType = mht.BaseType.

GetGenericArguments ().First ();
15 messageTypes.Add(messageType);
16 var handler = DependencyContainer.Instance.

GetInstance(mht);
17
18 messageHandlers.Add(messageType , new

MessageHandlerContainer {
MessageHandlerType = mht , MessageHandler =
handler , MessageType = messageType });

19 }
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20 }

Code Listing 7.4: Retrieving message types and instantiating message
handlers

On line 12, a for-each loop begins that iterates through all the message handler
types that were retrieved earlier with reflection. For each of these, the message
type that they operate on is extracted on line 14 by finding the input type that
was used when defining a new handler. For example, the handler for "PATQ"-
messages is defined like this:

1 public class PATQMessageHandler : MessageHandlerBase <
PATQ >

2 {
3 ...
4 }

Like all handlers, PATQMessageHandler inherits the generic MessageHand-
lerBase class, and the message type that the handler operates on is passed in as
the argument to this base class. When calling

1 BaseType.GetGenericArguments ().First();

on an instance of this handler, the result is the type of PATQ.
On line 16, message handlers are instantiated. Handlers are added to

an instance of the .NET table-type Dictionary, where keys represent message
types that correspond to their dedicated handler. This way, the program can
look up suitable message handlers based on the type of incoming messages.
"MessageHandlerContainer" is simply an internal helper class that contains
an instance of the handler with some extra optimization for reflection in the
background:

1 internal class MessageHandlerContainer
2 {
3 MethodInfo handleMethod;
4
5 public void Handle <TKanal >( Message message ,

TChannel channel) where TChannel : IChannel
6 {
7 if (handleMethod == null)
8 {
9 handleMethod = MessageHandlerType.

GetMethod(nameof(IMessageHandlerBase <
Message >. Handle), new[] { message.
GetType (), typeof(TChannel) });

10 }
11
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12 handleMethod.Invoke(MessageHandler , new object
[] { message , channel });

13 }
14
15 public Type MessageHandlerType { get; set; }
16 public Type MessageType { get; set; }
17 public Object MessageHandler { get; set; }
18
19 }

Code Listing 7.5: Invoking message handlers with reflection

Line 9 in the code above shows how the "Handle"-method of message
handlers is retrieved at runtime with reflection, and stored in an instance variable
to avoid having to use reflection again to find the method on subsequent calls.
Line 12 shows this being invoked with an incoming request message and the
channel as arguments.

7.4 Message types

The most central data type in this system is the messages. Every message type
has their own unique set of fields that are used by their handler to build a query
to the database. Due to the diversity of information and variety of queries that
need to be performed, there are actually several hundred message handlers that
all operate on their unique message type. Additionally, there are dedicated reply
message types. All in all, there are over 700 message types in this system.

As shown earlier, variants of message handlers are implemented with
subtyping by inheriting an abstract base class. The same solution is used for
the message types; they all inherit the abstract "Message"-class:

1 public abstract class Message
2 {
3 public string SenderFirstName { get; set; }
4 public string SenderLastName { get; set; }
5 }

Code Listing 7.6: The C# base message class

This abstract base class contains no field names except "SenderFirstName"
and "SenderLastName". These two fields are used to store the logical address
of the sender of a message, so that a reply may be sent back. The fields that
are unique to message variants are implemented by those derived classes. In
other words, this abstract base message class only serves to store the sender of
a message, in addition to modelling a relationship between all messages so that
they may be used polymorphically.

The fact that there are so many different message and handler variants had a
major impact on the challenges I faced in my reimplementation. As discussed in
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chapter 6, an object-oriented program decomposition is well suited for solutions
that require many variants of a data type, because those problems are solved
with subtyping. With a functional decomposition however, this is way more
difficult due to how data types and operations are detached. In the next chapter,
I will explain in detail how I overcame the challenges that arose because of the
numerous message and handler variants.
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Chapter 8

Modelling the domain in F#

In chapter 7 I described the domain of the C# message passing system, along
with some of its core programming elements. After acquiring that knowledge
by researching the C# code, my quest began to look for ways to implement
an equivalent system in F#. By equivalent, I mean that the system should
be able to do the same things with mostly the same technologies. I was
not to diverge too far from the original system in ways that included using
extensive libraries and tools that it did not use. This is because that would
have introduced additional noise when comparing the object-oriented with the
functional solution. However, I intended to diverge in the sense that the
implementation was to be as functional as possible to get a proper comparison
on the paradigm level.

The F# reimplementation was also to be compatible with Fürst’s clients. This
had an impact on some of my design choices, especially when it came to the
message types.

In this chapter, I will describe the process of creating the main components
that make up the domain.

8.1 Defining the message types

From the beginning, it was pretty clear when analysing the domain that the
message types were going to be a challenge to implement functionally. With
several hundred existing variants, and new ones constantly being added, this
was not something that a functional decomposition was built for. My earliest
concept for the messages made this obvious; I knew that the functional way
to model a data type with multiple cases was a sum type. However, I quickly
realized that creating and maintaining a sum type with hundreds of cases would
be untenable. Moreover, actually using such an enormous sum type would
necessarily have to involve pattern matching on hundreds of cases. To make
matters worse, separate services within the larger system contains a unique
subset of the total amount of messages. Implementing this with sum types would
result in bloated, repetitive, and unreadable code that could not be maintained,
or even used without great effort. Clearly, I needed to find an alternative.
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8.1.1 First try: using F# records and a marker interface to model a
relationship between message types

My next concept involved using a marker interface to emulate a relationship
between message types. A marker interface is an interface that contains no
methods, and is used to tag objects in order to assert a commonality between
them.

In the C# implementation, messages are classes with named fields like this:

1 public class PAQE : Message
2 {
3 public string Code { get; set; } = "PAQE";
4 public string TestId { get; set; }
5 public string AnalysisNumber { get; set; }
6 }

Code Listing 8.1: Example of a message type in the C# system

However, I wanted to avoid using classes in my reimplementation so that
it would be as functional as possible. Consequently, I used the F# record type,
because it is an immutable data structure, and it is based on named fields which
I needed for the messages.

Since I was not going to use a sum type however, these records representing
different message types had no relationship. Consequently, they could not be
passed to any functions polymorphically. I solved this by making an empty
interface "IMessage"

1 type IMessage = interface end

And attaching it to every message type like this:

1 type PAQE = {
2 Code : string
3 TestId : string
4 AnalysisNumber : string
5 }
6 with
7 interface IMessage

Code Listing 8.2: Record-based message type in the F# reimplementation
using a marker interface

Initially, this seemed like a decent solution. Using an interface to make things
work was not very "functional", even though it was just used to tag the message
types - but the underlying data type was an immutable record, which was good.

However, once I began reimplementing the message handlers, I noticed in the
C# code that there was heavy use of default field values in messages. Moreover,
many of the fields were often not initialized at all when creating new messages,
similar to this:
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1 var paqe = new PAQE {TestId = "31238"};

There are three fields in the KIDQ message type, yet only one of them is
explicitly set upon instantiation. This is incompatible with the F# record type,
because every field has to be explicitly set when creating a new record, and there
is no such thing as a default value. Both are considered features, because by
forcing the programmer to explicitly set every field, there can be no null-values
(which do not by definition exist in the F# language), and the code is easier
to reason about, because there is a lower chance of having unexpected values.
However, it can make the record type more tedious to use if you do not always
need the information in all the fields.

It might not seem like a big deal to have to initialize every field of a small
message type like in the example, but some message types in this system have
over a dozen fields - of which many are not used most of the time. Having to
explicitly set that many fields with dummy values when they are not required
is not an elegant solution. The functional way to solve this would have been to
split message fields into two categories: required and optional. This way, the F#
option type could be used to set optional fields to None like this:

1 type PAQEoptional = {
2 Code : string
3 AnalysisNumber : string
4 }
5
6 type PAQE = {
7 TestId : string
8 Optional : KIDQoptional option
9 }

10 with
11 interface IMessage
12
13 let paqe = {Proveid = "123123"; Optional = None}

Code Listing 8.3: Using the F# option type and nested records for optional
fields in message types

However, I chose not to do this for two reasons. Firstly, I did not know what
fields to include in the optional record for any given message type, because it was
not completely clear what fields were sometimes fine to exclude just from reading
the C# code. It should be noted that I could have solved this issue by declaring
every field optional - but that would be resulted in very user-unfriendly code
that would have required the programmer to prepend every field initialization
with Some or None. Secondly, I would have had to write a custom serializer that
converted the F# option types and nested records to the format that the Fürst
clients expected when creating reply messages.

There was however a workaround for the issue with default values, and the
ease of use that comes with not needing to initialize every field, that did not
require me to categorize message fields or write a custom serializer. While there
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is no such thing as default values in F# records, you can still create a "default"-
record and use the copy-and-update syntax to create new records - emulating
default values and the need to only initialize a subset of the fields. This is how
that looked:

1 type PAQE = {
2 Code : string
3 TestId : string
4 AnalysisNumber : string
5 }
6 with
7 interface IMessage
8 static member Default =
9 {Code = "PAQE"; TestId = "";

AnalysisNumber = ""}

Code Listing 8.4: F# message type with a default state

By adding a static member named "Default" that evaluated to a record of that
message type with every field set, the types could be used much in the same way
as their mutable C#-counterparts. Before, I would have to set every field, every
time, like this:

1 let paqe = {Code = "PAQE"; TestId = "31238";
AnalysisNumber = "AB12345"}

Now, if I wanted to create a new PAQE-message, but only change the "TestId"-
field from how it was in the default record, I could run this code:

1 let paqe = {PAQE.Default with TestId = "31238"}

Code Listing 8.5: Using the F# copy-and-update syntax to explicitly set only
a subset of fields

This looked like a decent solution at first, but it had a major issue with the
code repetition and bloating that resulted from creating the "Default"-members
for all message types. This greatly affected readability for message types with
many fields, and made them a lot more tedious to write. Take for example this
larger message type:

1 type PATQ = {
2 Code : string
3 BirthNumber : string
4 FromDate : string
5 ToDate : string
6 DoctorNumber : string
7 OfficeNumber : string
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8 PasswordType : string
9 Username : string

10 CountryCode : string
11 Dummy : string
12 TestCount : int
13 IncludeBlueAnalyses : string
14 Version : string
15 CountryCodeForId : string
16 OriginalIdNumber : string
17 }
18 with
19 interface IMessage
20 static member Default =
21 {Code = "PATQ";
22 BirthNumber = "";
23 FromDate = "";
24 ToDate = "";
25 DoctorNumber = "";
26 OfficeNumber = "";
27 PasswordType = "";
28 Username = "";
29 CountryCode = "";
30 Dummy = "";
31 TestCount = 0;
32 IncludeBlueAnalyses = "";
33 Version = "";
34 CountryCodeForId = "";
35 OriginalIdNumber = ""}

Having to define the default case for every message type essentially doubled
their size, and involved a lot of repetition. All in all, this was not satisfactory.

8.1.2 The solution: resorting to classes

I had originally intended to avoid classes wherever possible. However, I had to
write a server that was compatible with the Fürst clients, which meant being able
to not only read and act on incoming request messages, but create reply messages
that were consistent with the ones made by the Fürst servers given the same
requests. This limited my choices, because the message types and the handling
of them was "very object-oriented" in the C# system - there was ample use of
default values and uninitialized fields. I was trying to create a message design
that was compatible with the C# design, in addition to being as easy to use, and
it was proving difficult with the use of immutable F# types alone. I realized
at this point that I was trying to implement the behaviour of classes by other
means, and that if classes is what you really want, perhaps that is simply what
you should use - making subpar and unreadable solutions just for the sake of
having a fully immutable program with only pure functions is not good practise.
To demonstrate the difference in readability, here is the same "PATQ"-message
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type shown earlier, here using a class as opposed to a record:

1 type PATQ() =
2 inherit Message ()
3 member val Code = "PATQ" with get , set
4 member val BirthNumber = "" with get , set
5 member val FromDate = "" with get , set
6 member val ToDate = "" with get , set
7 member val DoctorNumber = "" with get , set
8 member val OfficeNumber = "" with get , set
9 member val PasswordType = "" with get , set

10 member val Username = "" with get , set
11 member val CountryCode = "" with get , set
12 member val Dummy = "" with get , set
13 member val TestCount = 0 with get , set
14 member val IncludeBlueAnalyses = "" with get , set
15 member val Version = "" with get , set
16 member val CountryCodeForId = "" with get , set
17 member val OriginalIdNumber = "" with get , set

This is the message design I ended up using. This has default values defined
right in the field declarations, and there is no redundant repetition bloating the
types.

The whole need for default values could probably have been avoided, had the
client and servers both been written in F#. However, systems are rarely entirely
homogenous, and components often need to account for that fact. In order for
the F# server to be compatible with clients that use mostly object-oriented logic, it
ultimately made sense to use classes for the data type that is exchanged between
the server and clients.

Although the F# server could have been written purer if the domain was
modelled with functional logic in mind from the beginning, there is no way of
getting around the requirement of having several hundred message types1. As
described in chapter 7, data types with many variants lend themselves best to an
object-oriented decomposition. Therefore, my conclusion is that classes would
have been the best tool to represent message variants regardless of the level of
system heterogeneity.

8.2 Creating the message queue and the main loop

I did not necessarily need to make a system that was fully consistent with the
model shown in figure 7.1, but I did need a message queue that could receive
and send messages using RabbitMQ. For the sake of modularity, I did end up
making a counterpart to the "main loop" of the C# system.

1Theoretically the number of message types could have been reduced, but that would only
have moved the responsibility of extracting message data. If there was no message type for every
unique set of fields, handlers would have to be tasked with parsing message contents. This would
result in less static safety, and more runtime checks.
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Creating the message queue and the main loop was more straightforward
than the process of making the message types. A suitable tool for implementing
the required behaviour was the built-in F# MailboxProcessor class. The Mailbox-
Processor is an actor that processes messages through an asynchronous compu-
tation, meaning that it runs as a separate thread that can receive and send mes-
sages. A MailboxProcessor takes a type argument that asserts which data type it
will handle. Here is an example using simple string messages:

1 let mailbox = new MailboxProcessor <string >(fun inbox -
>

2 let rec loop count =
3 async {
4 printfn "Message count: %d" count
5 let! msg = inbox.Receive ()
6 printfn "Message contents: %s" msg
7 return! loop (count + 1)
8 }
9 loop 0)

10
11 mailbox.Start()
12
13 mailbox.Post("hello")

Code Listing 8.6: The F# MailboxProcessor class illustrated

The "Receive"-method of the MailboxProcessor is a blocking read that waits
until a new message is available in the queue of the mailbox. By having the call to
this method inside a recursive function that runs an asynchronous computation,
we get a loop that continuously handles and waits for new messages.

The MailboxProcessor is built on the actor model, which is a computation
model based on message passing between actors that run in asynchronicity.
The actor model is a solution to concurrency that does not require blocking to
protect the integrity of shared state, because actors communicate only by passing
messages, avoiding the issue of race condition corrupting their local state [50].
However, there is no shared state between the main message queue and the
main loop - the reason I chose this model for the F# reimplementation is that in
addition to providing simple local message queues between actors, it allows for
the creation of closures without the need for mutation. As shown in listing 8.6,
the closure created by the actor has a value count that is passed to the recursive
loop function that contains the asynchronous expression. This is incremented
only by passing the current value + 1 back into the loop; in other words no
mutation is happening. If a similar closure was implemented with a regular
function with no asynchronous computation, the count-value would have had
to be a variable that was mutated after each message dispatch, like this:

1 let mailbox =
2 let mutable count = 0
3
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4 let dispatch msg =
5 printfn "Message count: %d" count
6 printfn "Message contents: %s" msg
7 count <- count + 1
8
9 dispatch

10
11 let post = mailbox
12 post "hello"

Code Listing 8.7: A regular closure in F# has to use mutation

When using the MailboxProcessor class instead of a regular closure, the code
is arguably easier to reason about, as there is no real state or mutation happening.
In my reimplementation, I use an alias for the MailboxProcessor to make it clear
that it is an actor:

1 type Actor <'T> = MailboxProcessor <'T>

To model the relationship between the actors in my reimplementation, and
the valid actions that exist for each actor, I am using this recursive discriminated
union:

1 type QueueActions =
2 | Connect of Consumer
3 | Disconnect
4 | Receive of Message
5 | Publish of Message * Message
6 and QueueActor = Actor <QueueActions >
7 and ConsumerMessage =
8 | StartWith of QueueActor
9 | Stop

10 | QueueMessage of Message
11 and Consumer = Actor <ConsumerMessage >

Code Listing 8.8: The F# domain model

The main message queue that is connected to RabbitMQ is consistent with
the QueueActor type in the code above. It is designed to be able to connect to the
exchange with a dedicated consumer that it can redirect messages to, to receive
and publish messages, and to disconnect from the exchange. The consumer,
which is the type used by the main loop, can be started with a connected
QueueActor. This reference to the QueueActor is necessary to create a two-way
communication pipeline - the reference is passed to message handlers so that
they can send reply messages to the exchange. Additionally, the consumer can
receive messages, or stop listening for new messages.

The two actors both exist in a binary state at all times; either they are
connected and waiting for new messages, or they are disconnected and not
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waiting for messages. This is implemented by adding a second recursive function
to the asynchronous computation of the actor, as shown in listing 8.10 and 8.11.

8.2.1 The message queue

The C# solution for the RabbitMQ message queue is implemented by a class,
with dependencies in the form of helper objects supplied through its constructor.
This way of supplying dependencies is called dependency injection, which is a
technique used to provide dependencies to objects in a decoupled way [51].
These dependencies are then stored as instance variables. One of them is the
local channel (not to be confused with the RabbitMQ channel) between this
class and the main loop, as described in section 7.1. Additionally, this class
declares a RabbitMQ queue and connects it to the RabbitMQ exchange with a
method similar to listing 7.1. Upon establishing a connection to the exchange,
the RabbitMQ channel is also stored as an instance variable. In other words, it is
a fairly standard object-oriented implementation, using dependency injection in
its constructor, and maintaining a local state through its instance variables.

Dependency injection is not a functional concept, but I wanted to provide all
necessary dependencies without relying on strong coupling. As a result, I made
the function that enclosed the asynchronous computation of MailboxProcessor
take all the necessary dependencies as parameters. Because functions are first-
class values in F#, this means that I could pass in the serialization functions as
parameters, as shown in listing 8.9.

1 let queueActor (factory : ConnectionFactory) program
server exchangeName deserializeMessage

2 (serializeMessage : Message -> string) (encoding :
Encoding) (inbox : Actor <_>) =

3
4 let queueName = sprintf "%s@%s" program server
5
6 let disconnect (connection : IConnection) (channel

: IModel) =
7 channel.Dispose ()
8 connection.Dispose ()
9

10 let publishMessage (channel : IModel) reply (
request : Message) =

11 // details omitted
12 channel.BasicPublish(exchangeName , routingKey ,

props , reply)
13
14 let receiveMessage (e : BasicDeliverEventArgs) =
15 // extracting byte data and type name from e
16 match deserializeMessage (data , typeName) with
17 | Result.Ok (payload : Message) ->
18 inbox <! Receive (payload)
19 | Result.Error e ->
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20 // log error
21
22 let init (connection : IConnection) =
23 // equivalent to listing 7.1

Code Listing 8.9: Part 1 of the F# message queue actor: capturing first-class
functions in the actor closure

The code above is only the first part of the RabbitMQ queue actor. The
parameters, as well as the nested functions defined within the main function, are
all exposed to the environment of the actor. This means that the dependencies
provided as parameters, and the nested functions can all be called from the
asynchronous computation at the bottom of the actor body, as shown in listing
8.10. In addition to being an actor that can receive messages from other actors
within the same F# program, it also establishes a connection to the RabbitMQ
exchange, setting the receiveMessage function as the RabbitMQ message delivery
point. Consequently, this actor implements two separate message queues -
one towards RabbitMQ, and one towards local actors. This is in contrast to
the C# implementation, where the class implementing RabbitMQ posts to a
local message queue when forwarding incoming requests, but has its members
invoked in a standard object-oriented way when other classes interact with it.

1 let rec disconnected () =
2 async {
3 let! message = inbox.Receive ()
4 match message with
5
6 | Connect consumer ->
7 let connection = factory.CreateConnection

()
8 consumer <! StartWith inbox
9 return! connected (connection , (init

connection), consumer)
10
11 | _ ->
12 printfn "Invalid operation"
13
14 return! disconnected ()
15 }
16 and connected (connection : IConnection , channel :

IModel , consumer: Actor <_>) =
17 async {
18 let! message = inbox.Receive ()
19 match message with
20
21 | Disconnect ->
22 consumer <! Stop
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23 disconnect connection channel
24 return! disconnected ()
25
26 | Receive request ->
27 consumer <! QueueMessage request
28
29 | Publish (reply , sender) ->
30 publishMessage channel reply sender
31
32 | Connect _ ->
33 printfn "Another actor is currently

connected"
34
35 return! connected (connection , channel ,

consumer)
36 }
37
38 disconnected ()

Code Listing 8.10: Part 2 of the F# message queue actor: the asynchronous
computation expression

This asynchronous expression is made up of two joined, recursive functions
that only accept messages with the QueueActions type defined in listing 8.8. This
actor (along with the main loop actor decribed in 8.2.2) is always in one of two
"states" (in quotation marks because it only means that the thread is contained
in one of the two recursive functions); connected or disconnected. The actor is
disconnected when it has no main loop attached to it, and connected once a main
loop has been attached.

Upon receiving a message, pattern matching is performed to find out what
particular case of QueueActions was sent, deconstruct any attached values and
act appropriately. Code line 6 shows the Connect case, which always has a
Consumer attached. The Consumer is the actor type that is used for the main
loop. On line 8, a message is sent to the inbox of the Consumer (main loop)2,
passing in a reference to the queueActor’s inbox and putting it into its connected
state. Subsequently, the thread jumps into the connected state on line 9, bringing
with it the RabbitMQ connection/channel and a reference to the consumer. As
can be seen in the parameters of the connected-function on line 16, the necessary
communication channel references are passed in every single time. This allows
the actor to retain these references without the need for any mutation; if they
were values declared in the closure, they would have to be mutable unless we
only ever wanted to create a single connection to RabbitMQ and attach a single
main loop. This approach is more versatile and functional, because the actor can
be disconnected and connect to a new main loop, all the while avoiding mutation

2The "<!" symbol is a custom operator that simply runs the Post-method of the MailboxPro-
cessor class, and allows for the more functional syntax of "inbox <! message" as opposed to the
regular member invocation syntax of "inbox.post(message)"
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of local state.
All in all, I think that in combining the mechanisms of higher-order functions,

closures, pattern matching, and immutability, this reimplementation of the main
message queue is just as modular and uncoupled as the C# implementation, and
arguably easier to reason about. The legal operations are all clearly defined in the
domain model shown in listing 8.8, and are all neatly gathered in one place - as
opposed to numerous public and private methods that could be placed anywhere
in a class3. Mutation of local state is completely avoided, freeing someone
who is trying to understand the code of the need to wonder whether certain
variables could be changed somewhere unexpected or out of sight. Dependencies
are passed in as parameters to the closure, achieving similar decoupling to the
dependency injection approach in the C# implementation. Any invocation of
behaviour is done through message passing, as opposed to mixing synchronous
and asynchronous invocations - possibly making the code a little easier to follow.
Finally, as shown in chapter 10, the F# reimplementation uses about 30% fewer
code lines, making it slightly more concise.

8.2.2 The main loop

Similarly to the RabbitMQ queue actor, the main loop shown in listing 8.11
utilizes the MailboxProcessor class to implement a local message queue of its
own, which only accepts messages with the type ConsumerMessage as defined in
listing 8.8. Analogous to the connected and disconnected functions in the queue
actor, it too can exist in one of two states, starting and listening.

1 let mainLoop countInterval messageHandler (inbox :
Actor <_>) =

2
3 let messageCount cnt =
4 match cnt % countInterval with
5 | 0 when cnt > 0 ->
6 printfn "Number of messages handled: %i" cnt
7 | _ -> ()
8
9 let rec starting () =

10 async {
11 let! msg = inbox.Receive ()
12 match msg with
13
14 | StartWith queueActor ->
15 return! listening (queueActor , 0)
16
17 | _ ->
18 printfn "Invalid operation"
19

3F#, like most functional languages, requires code to be written in dependency order, which
means that code can not reference other code not seen by the compiler yet. Not allowing the
programmer to make forward references can make a program easier to follow.
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20 return! starting ()
21 }
22 and listening (queueActor , cnt) =
23 async {
24 let! message = inbox.Receive ()
25 match message with
26
27 | StartWith queueActor ->
28 return! listening (queueActor , 0)
29
30 | Stop ->
31 return! starting ()
32
33 | QueueMessage msg ->
34 messageHandler msg queueActor
35
36 messageCount cnt
37 return! listening (queueActor , cnt + 1)
38 }
39 starting ()

Code Listing 8.11: The F# main loop actor

Upon connecting the main loop to the queue actor, both actors are put in their
"active" state, connected for the queue actor and listening for the main loop. The
two are connected to each other as following:

1 Module Main
2
3 [<EntryPoint >]
4 let main argv =
5 let queue = QueueFactory.create "queue1"
6 let mainLoop = MainLoopFactory.create 10
7 queue <! Connect mainLoop

Code Listing 8.12: Connecting a queue and main loop actor in F#

The factory modules used by listing 8.12 provide the dependencies of the
actors with various functions and values. The implementation details of the
factories are not so important, however: similarly to a dependency injection
approach, the dependencies provided as parameters in the factories can be
swapped out with different implementations, as long as they follow the same
type signatures expected by the actors.

In the C# implementation, some servers require modifications of the regular
behaviour of the main loop, and this is implemented by creating new classes
that inherit from the main loop base class and override some of its methods.
In the F# reimplementation, there is only one main loop actor, however any
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deviations from the regular behaviour can be achieved by passing in a different
implementation of the functions that the actor depends on. Rather than
containing a list of all message handlers directly in the class like in the C#
implementation, the F# main loop has a messageHandler function parameter
that it runs with incoming request messages as input. Whereas a C# main loop
contains all of the lookup-logic directly in the class like this:

1 //From class MainLoopBase
2 //This code is contained within a method that is often

overrided to get different behaviour
3
4 Message message;
5
6 while (!stop)
7 {
8 message = channel.BlockingRead ();
9

10 if (message != null)
11 {
12 if (message is STOP)
13 {
14 stop = true;
15 }
16 else
17 {
18 var handler = FindMessageHandler(message ,

messageHandlers);
19
20 if (handler == null)
21 {
22 NoMessageHandlerFound(message , channel

);
23 }
24 else
25 {
26 InvokeMessageHandler(handler , message)

;
27 }
28 }
29 }
30 }

Code Listing 8.13: Main loop dequeuing messages from the channel in C#

The F# main loop actor contains equivalent logic inside a function that it takes
as an argument:

1 let private regularMessageHandler request queue =
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2 match Registry.tryFindHandler request with
3 | Some holder -> holder.Method.Invoke(holder.

Handler , [|request; queue|]) |> ignore
4 | None -> printfn "Main loop: No handler found"

Code Listing 8.14: A function that redirects messages to their corresponding
message handler in F#

None of these solutions to altering behaviour in an extensible way is
necessarily better than the other - the C# approach is just very object-oriented,
and the F# approach is functional. Where the C# code solves the need for different
behaviour with inheritance and method overriding, the F# code can solve the
same need by passing in a different function implementation as an argument to
the actors.

8.2.3 Discusssion

Overall, the F# and C# implementation of the main message queue and main loop
are about equally modular. Both are able to use different helper objects/functions
interchangeably, where the C# code uses dependency injection and the F# code
uses function currying and closures. Both are able to alter the behaviour of
their components without modifying existing code, where the C# code uses
inheritance and overriding, while the F# code uses different implementations of
helper functions as arguments to the higher-order function containing the actors.

The F# code is arguably easier to reason about, as it avoids mutation and
has clearly defined operations by using actors that accept messages with specific
sum types. Moreover, it sticks to a single form of message passing, where the C#
implementation mixes asynchronous and synchronous invocation. Across both
the main message queue and main loop components, the F# code uses about 30%
fewer code lines as a result of less boilerplate, no curly braces, and the generally
concise syntax of expressions as opposed to statements. A detailed lines-of-code
comparison of relevant components can be found in chapter 10. Ultimately, the
choice between these two solutions is a matter of preference, but I think the F#
reimplementation shows a promising alternative.

8.3 Defining the message handlers

When modelling the handlers, I wanted to see if it was possible to write a
more functional solution to gathering them in one collection. I wanted the
code to gather all handlers in a lightweight and extensible way, just like the
C# implementation using reflection - but with static guarantees for all handlers
rather than dynamic retrieval.
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8.3.1 First try: using a higher-order function to self-register message
handlers

My attempt involved using a higher-order function through which message
handlers could register themselves in a collection. This idea was not fully
functional in that it did rely on state, but that seemed like a worthwhile trade-
off with the alternative of explicitly gathering all handlers from a single point in
the code.

I started by defining a message handler-type:

1 type MessageHandler < 'T when 'T :> Message > = 'T ->
QueueActor -> unit

Code Listing 8.15: Message handler type in F#

Whereupon I wrote the Registry module like this:

1 module Registry
2
3 open System
4 open System.Collections.Generic
5
6 let private handlers = Dictionary <Type , MessageHandler

<Message >>()
7 let private types = Dictionary <string , Type >()
8
9 let private registerHandler = Dictionary.addSafe

handlers
10 let private registerType = Dictionary.addSafe types
11
12 let private unboxMessage (msg : Message) = unbox msg
13
14 let add (handlerF : MessageHandler <'T>) =
15 let msgtype = (typedefof <'T>)
16 let handler = unboxMessage >> handlerF
17 registerHandler (msgtype , handler)
18 registerType (msgtype.Name , msgtype)
19
20 let tryFindHandler (msg : Message) =
21 Dictionary.tryGetValue handlers (msg.payload.

GetType ())
22
23 let tryFindMessage name =
24 Dictionary.tryGetValue types name

Code Listing 8.16: First attempt at registering F# message handlers and types
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The handlers and message types are stored in the .NET Dictionary type due
to its high performance for lookups. "registerHandler" and "registerType" are
partially applied functions that use a "safe add"-helper function to add entries to
the handlers and message types respectively. This helper function is defined like
this:

1 let addSafe (dictionary : Dictionary <_,_>) (key , value
) =

2 match dictionary.ContainsKey(key) with
3 | true ->
4 dictionary .[key] <- value
5 | false ->
6 dictionary.Add(key ,value)

The reason for using this "addSafe" helper function is that if the "Add"-
method of the Dictionary type is invoked with a key that already exists within
the Dictionary, it throws an exception. In the case that an entry with that key
already exists, the correct use is to swap the value of that entry with mutation.
This helper function handles that issue without needing to worry about it other
places in the code.

Now, back to the Registry module in listing 8.16. The "add"-function
of this module is used by message handlers to register themselves. The
function "unboxMessage" is prepended to the handler with function composition
prior to registering because the .NET Dictionary will not store generic types.
Composing the handler with this function changes the signature to allow
for MessageHandler<Message> in the handler dictionary rather the illegal
MessageHandler<’T>. Consequently, the messages will be cast to their super
type before being cast back down.

When handlers register themselves, they also register the message types that
they operate on. This is consistent with the C# implementation that retrieves
message types from their respective handlers with reflection. The type itself is
extracted from the generic parameter of the message handler, by calling the F#
"typedefof"-operator on the generic parameter, which generates the appropriate
type of an object.

The "tryFindHandler" and "tryFindMessage" functions simply look up hand-
lers and message types in each their dictionary. The function names start with try,
which is convention when the function evaluates to an option type. If a lookup is
successful, the entry is packed into a Some-value. Otherwise, a None is returned.

Finally, handlers are written in their own separate modules, and register
themselves like this:

1 Module PATQMessageHandler
2
3 Registry.add (fun (msg : PATQ) queue ->
4 // Message handler implementation here
5 )

Ultimately however, this did not work out as planned when running the
program as a .NET console application. There were no logical issues with the
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code, yet when running it, no registration was happening. As it turns out, this
is because a .NET optimalization ensures that the static context of a type is not
evaluated unless user code directly interacts with static members of that type.
F# modules are essentially compiled into static classes, which means that they
fall into this category. The fact that no part of my code outside of the message
handler modules directly references members of that module resulted in none of
the expressions in the module evaluating, because the compiler assumes that it
does not need to.

As a result of the registration expressions not evaluating, I had to look for
other options. I tried to tag the modules with a custom message handler attribute
in the hopes that I could utilize reflection to retrieve the modules during runtime
in order to dynamically initialize their static context:

1 [<CustomAttributes.MessageHandler >]
2 module PATQMessageHandler
3
4 ...

However, this did not work either. It turns out that the static constructor of
F# modules is compiled into a separate static class that can not be retrieved using
reflection. In the end I had to abandon this solution.

8.3.2 Second try: using reflection to retrieve message handler func-
tions based on a custom attribute

After realizing that I was not going to be able to evaluate expressions in the
message handler modules unless they were all explicitly referenced from an
entry point in the program, I concluded that if I wanted to gather all handlers
with a piece of code that did not have to change even when new handlers
are added, I would have to resort to reflection. My first implementation using
reflection was based on filtering out types at runtime that had a custom attribute
"MessageHandlerAttribute" attached to them:

1 let handlers =
2 Assembly.GetExecutingAssembly ().GetTypes ()
3 |> Array.collect (fun typ -> typ.GetMethods ())
4 // Array.choose picks only x : x <> None
5 |> Array.choose (fun mi ->
6 mi.CustomAttributes
7 |> Seq.tryFind (fun attr -> attr.AttributeType

= typeof <MessageHandlerAttribute >)
8 |> Option.map (fun attr -> mi.GetParameters ()

.[0]. ParameterType , mi))
9 |> dict

Code Listing 8.17: Using reflection to retrieve functions based on a custom
attribute in F#
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Where a handler would be a function with the custom attribute attached like
this:

1 module PATQMessageHandler
2
3 [<CustomAttributes.MessageHandler >]
4 let handle (msg : PATQ) queue =
5 // message handler implementation here

This solution worked well, however it had minimal static type safety. While
I could ensure that the custom attribute "MessageHandler" could only be put on
functions, there was no way to ensure that it was only attached to functions that
had the correct signature. With no compile time insurance that message handlers
were programmed with the correct signature, this could lead to functions with
wrong signatures being invoked with an inappropriate number and order of
arguments, resulting in exceptions. I could have filtered the functions through a
validation process at runtime when retrieving them with reflection, and as such
only collected the ones with correct signatures like this:

1 let private isValidMessageHander (mi : MethodInfo) =
2 mi.CustomAttributes
3 |> Seq.exists (fun attr -> attr.AttributeType =

typeof <MessageHandlerAttribute >)
4 &&
5 mi.ReturnType = typeof <System.Void >
6 &&
7 let pars = mi.GetParameters ()
8 pars.Length = 2
9 &&

10 pars .[0]. ParameterType.BaseType = typeof <Message >
11 &&
12 pars .[1]. ParameterType = typeof <QueueActor >
13
14 let handlers =
15 Assembly.GetExecutingAssembly ().GetTypes ()
16 |> Array.collect (fun typ -> typ.GetMethods ())
17 |> Array.filter (fun mi -> mi |>

isValidMessageHander)
18 |> Array.map (fun mi -> mi.GetParameters ().[0].

ParameterType , mi)
19 |> dict

This would have avoided any exceptions as a result of invoking functions
with inappropriate arguments at runtime - however, if a message handler was
written incorrectly, it would simply be excluded from retrieval, which could
be difficult to detect. The C# implementation on the other hand enforces
the signature of message handlers at compile time by inheriting from a base
message handler class, forcing all handlers to implement the correct methods
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with appropriate signatures. I saw this as a major issue, because I did not
want my reimplementation to have inferior static type safety in any way. It
should be noted that certain third party compiler extensions, like PostSharp [52],
can implement custom attributes that can enforce the signatures of functions.
However, using this would have deviated too far from the C# system with regard
to the technologies they used.

8.3.3 The solution: utilizing inheritance to enforce correct message
handler signatures

Since I was not able to implement the level of static safety that the object-oriented
code had with functions alone, I opted to go with classes for the handlers.
Similarly to the C# implementation, I used an abstract class for all message
handlers to inherit and override the appropriate methods. Additionally, I used a
record to hold the message handlers once retrieved through reflection:

1 [<AbstractClass >]
2 type MessageHandlerBase <'T when 'T :> Message > () =
3 abstract member Handle: 'T * QueueActor -> unit
4
5 type MessageHandlerContainer = {
6 Method : System.Reflection.MethodInfo
7 Handler : obj
8 }

Code Listing 8.18: Message handler base class in F#

The message handlers are then written like this:

1 type PATQMessageHandler () =
2 inherit MessageHandlerBase <PATQ >()
3 override this.Handle (msg : PATQ , queue :

QueueActor) =
4 // message handler implementation here

Code Listing 8.19: Message handler for a specific message type in F#

And retrieved through reflection with the following code:

1 module Registry
2
3 let private baseType = typeof <MessageHandlerBase <_>>
4
5 let private handlers =
6 Assembly.GetExecutingAssembly ().GetTypes ()
7 |> Array.filter (fun t ->
8 not t.IsAbstract
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9 && t.BaseType.GUID = baseType.GUID)
10 |> Array.map
11 (fun t ->
12 let messageType = t.BaseType.

GetGenericArguments () |> Seq.head
13 messageType , {
14 Method = (t.GetMethod(nameof <@ any <

MessageHandlerBase <_>>.Handle @>, [|
messageType; typeof <QueueActor >|]))

15 Handler = System.Activator.CreateInstance(
t)})

16 |> dict

Code Listing 8.20: Message handler base class in F#

This is essentially listing 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 from the C# system combined into
one. On line 6, all types are retrieved from the executing assembly. On line
7, the types are piped into the Array.filter function, which removes types that
are abstract and that do not inherit from the MessageHandlerBase class. As
a result, only message handler types remain after this filtering. On line 10,
the handler types are piped into the Array.map function, which creates a new
collection by performing an operation for every element, and using the result of
that operation as the new element. Within this map function, several things are
happening; on line 12, the message type that the handler operates on is extracted
in a similar fashion as in the C# code, as it extracts the type from the input
argument of the MessageHandlerBase class that the handler inherits. On line
13, this message type is used as the first element in a tuple. The second value
of the tuple is a MessageHandlerContainer-record. On line 14, the "Handle"-
method is extracted and put into the "Method" field of the record. On line 15,
the .NET "System.Activator"-class is used to instantiate the message handler
and put it into the "Handler" field of the MessageHandlerContainer-record.
Consequently, the entire Array.map-expression evaluates to an array of tuples,
where the first element in the tuple is a message type, and the second element
is a record containing its corresponding handler-object and "Handle"-method.
As mentioned in chapter 7.3, the reason why both an instance of the handler
and the MethodInfo of the method we wish to invoke is needed, is because both
are used when performing dynamic invocation - which is done with the syntax
method.Invoke(instance, [] args). Finally, the array is piped into the F# function
"dict", which transforms the array of tuples into an immutable table of key-value
pairs, where the message type is the key, and MessageHandlerContainer is the
value. Consequently, the entire "handlers"-expression evaluates to a table that
we can use to look up message handlers with message types as the lookup-key.

Since the "handlers"-expression has no parameters, it is a constant rather than
a function. What this means is that it will only be evaluated once, after which
point the result is stored in the constant for quick access. This has a performance-
benefit after the first lookup, but the fact that all of this logic is contained within
a single constant expression that does not rely on mutable variables from the
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outside means that it is essentially stateless. No user code has to make sure that it
has been initialized before use, which makes it a good fit for a functional program
that generally avoids state and mutation.

The collection of request message types, used by the queue to deserialize
incoming messages, is derived directly from the "handler"-expression like this:

1 let private messages =
2 handlers.Keys
3 |> Seq.map (fun typ -> typ.Name , typ)
4 |> dict

Code Listing 8.21: Creating a table of message types using a table of message
handlers

This expression iterates through the keys of the message handler table, which
is comprised of all the message types that have associated message handlers.
These types are used to create a new table of key-value pairs, where the key is
the string name of the message type, and the value is the message type itself. This
is consistent with how the queue looks up message types based on the name it
extracts from incoming RabbitMQ message headers.

Both the "handlers"- and "messages"-expression are private, as they are only
accessed through the public members "tryFindHandler" and "tryFindMessage":

1 let tryFindHandler (msg : Message) =
2 msg.GetType ()
3 |> IDictionary.tryGetValue handlers
4
5 let tryFindMessage name =
6 name
7 |> IDictionary.tryGetValue messages

This is done so that callers do not have to handle the null-values that
lookups in the table created by the F# "dict"-function return for unsuccessful
lookups. When interacting with .NET classes and libraries not tailored to F#,
it can often be good practise wrap their methods in custom functions that hide
any object-oriented logic, like the "IDictionary.tryGetValue"-function used by
"tryFindHandler" and "tryFindMessage":

1 module IDictionary
2
3 let tryGetValue (dictionary : IDictionary <_,_>) key =
4 match dictionary.TryGetValue key with
5 | false , _ -> None
6 | true , value -> Some value

Code Listing 8.22: Wrapping .NET method in F# function to hide
object-oriented logic
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All in all, the Registry module that manages message handlers and types
is comprised of only 26 lines of code - yet, it is a very powerful part of the
system that allows for an infinite amount of message handlers to be added to
the system without needing to modify any code to have the handlers and their
corresponding message types automatically retrieved at runtime.

Reflection and dynamic invocation may seem to many programmers like
unsafe and experimental techniques that should be avoided in business settings.
Relying on runtime introspection means that issues with the code might not
be caught at compile time, which is always preferred. However, by using
inheritance to enforce correct structures of the message handlers, much static
safety is retained. The only part of the code that can potentially pass the compiler
without being able to do its job at runtime is the "handlers"-expression that
actually retrieves the handlers with reflection. If the filtering pipeline in this
expression is logically unsound, it could gather either too many or too few types.
However, this means that only a tiny piece of code is a potential liability with
regard to static safety. This expression only has to be written correctly once, and
then it will work forever. It would be way worse if the message handlers did not
have full static type safety, because of how many hundred variants of those that
exist in the system - the likelihood of programming errors in that area would be
much higher. Additionally, by using IntelliSense in Visual Studio or the ionide
plugin in Visual Studio Code, you can easily see the inferred signature of the
"handler"-constant before compiling. Consequently, the minor loss in static type
safety in a very small piece of code, for a powerful message handler gathering
mechanism that makes the system highly extensible seems like a good trade-off.
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Chapter 9

Implementing the message
handlers

Thus far, I have described the parts of the reimplementation that deal with
the message queue, design of data types, and retrieval of message handlers.
However, the majority of the code and logic is actually found within the message
handlers themselves.

In this chapter, I will illustrate central parts of the message handlers that I
reimplemented in F#, and compare those with their C# counterparts. The core
of all handler logic is their communication with relational databases. Therefore,
I will begin by briefly explaining the technologies used for data access, before
delving into the actual implementations. Finally, I will go through some of the
other major differences between the C# and F# implementations that are not
related to data access, and explore what effects the difference in programming
paradigm had.

The message handlers considered in this thesis from the studied system all
connect to relational databases containing information about patients and their
blood analyses. After establishing a connection, the handlers use the contents
of a request message to build an SQL query that they perform on the database.
In order to achieve this, the system needs a data access layer between the main
programming language and the database. The C# implementation uses a micro-
orm called Petapoco [53]. ORM stands for "Object-Relational Mapper", which
are tools used to map between objects and relational databases. Micro-orms
are lightweight orms that allow for the creation of model classes that mirror a
relational database, including tables and columns. These models are used to
simplify the process of writing queries, providing some level of static safety with
regard to table and column names, as well as the data types of columns.

In the F# reimplementation, instead of a micro-orm I used two different
type providers for SQL. A type provider is a concept particular to F#, and is a
component that provides types, properties, and methods based on an external
data source [54]. There are type providers for several data formats (i.e. JSON,
XML etc.), but for brevity I will focus only on the ones that are relevant to my
solution, which is the type providers for SQL.
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9.1 Type providers for SQL

Unlike micro-orms like Petapoco, F# type providers for SQL provide full static
validation of SQL queries. In Petapoco you can insert a model of a table entry
directly into the database, in which case the entire query is technically statically
validated - but beyond that, you have to rely on dynamic evaluation of the
queries you write within string literals. With F# type providers, every piece of
SQL you write is checked for both syntax and semantics.

An F# type provider for SQL achieves this by establishing a connection to
a relational database with a connection string, and then providing types that
represent tables and columns. The legality of queries is checked against these
provided types during compilation, before the query is ever executed on the
actual database. This adds a major advantage, as SQL queries will be legal as
long as they compile. Usually when coding parts of a system that deals with data
access, extra testing of the transition between program and database is required,
because the programming language does not natively support validation of
communication with external data sources. However, the way type providers use
the F# compiler smooths this transition and incorporates SQL as a more natural
part of the language.

The static safety comes at a price however; writing code for data access
is not always so flexible if you need very complex queries. In particular,
building queries dynamically is problematic, because the F# type providers rely
on statically checking the queries - which can not be done when the final query
is not built until runtime. However there are ways to work around this obstacle
even using F# type providers, as demonstrated in 9.2.2.

9.2 Data access in C# vs F# in this implementation

As mentioned, the C# implementation uses the micro-orm PetaPoco for its
data access, while the F# implementation uses type providers. In this section
I will demonstrate the differences between the object-oriented and functional
implementations when it comes to accessing the relational database through
message handlers. This section is split into two subsections; the first contains
some straightforward SQL queries that retrieve and insert some basic data in the
database. The second subsection shows a small part of a far more complex query
that is built dynamically at runtime based on a set of tests. Stark differences
were revealed when working on this part of the code, especially with regard to
dynamic SQL.

9.2.1 Basic SQL queries: micro-orms vs type providers

The first example I wish to demonstrate is a query that simply selects an entry
from a database column based on a single constraint. In the C# code using
PetaPoco, it looks like this:

1 public DateTime? GetReceivedDate(IDatabase database ,
string testId)

2 {
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3 database.OpenSharedConnection ();
4
5 try
6 {
7 string sql = "Select DateTaken From

PatientMaster where TestId = @TestId ";
8
9 return database.ExecuteScalar <DateTime?>(sql ,

new { TestId = testId });
10 }
11 finally
12 {
13 database.CloseSharedConnection ();
14 }
15 }

The method takes two arguments: the database reference used by PetaPoco,
and a test id that uniquely identifies a given blood test. The query itself looks
for the date that a test for a given patient was taken. On line 3, the database
reference is used to open a connection to the relational database. Subsequently,
the query to be executed is defined on line 7 as a string literal. This string contains
one parameter @TestId, which is supplied by the anonymous record on line 9.
This is the line where the PetaPoco "ExecuteScalar"-method is called, which is
the method used for queries that return a single value as opposed to a row, or set
of rows. At this point, PetaPoco queries the database and returns the result. This
code is relatively straightforward, but it has no static safety with regard to the
SQL statements and table/column names at all. If anything in the query or its
parameter is misspelled, there will be no red squiggles under the code in Visual
Studio, and no compilation errors. Only when testing the method at runtime will
syntactic, type, and semantic errors be discovered. Finally, while the method
is straightforward, it is still pretty full of boilerplate code. The opening and
closing of the database connection, and the wrapping of the PetaPoco method-
calls inside try-finally statements has little to do with the high-level logic of
the data access, and has to be included in every single method that queries the
database (if using best practise).

The F# implementation of this query uses the type provider SqlCommand-
Provider [55], which is a type-safe and lightweight tool for writing SQL. All that
is necessary to use it is to define a valid connection string that provides access
to a database, and then you can start writing queries directly without needing to
manually generate models:

1 let GetReceivedDate testId =
2 (new SqlCommandProvider <"
3 SELECT DateTaken FROM PatientMaster WHERE TestId =

@TestId "
4 , connectionString >( connectionString)).Execute(

TestId = testId)
5 |> Seq.tryHead
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Notice that this function does not take a database reference like the
PetaPoco-implementation does. Connection to the database is handled by the
type provider as long as a valid connection string is provided. The query
looks like it is in the format of a regular string literal, but it is fully type-
safe: if the SQL statements are invalid in any way, or the names of any
tables/columns/parameters are misspelled, the code will not compile. This
also works with the IntelliSense in Visual Studio, as red squiggles will instantly
appear under the code if any part of the query is invalid.

The code basically does the same as the C# method, but in a more functional
way. The C# method returns a nullable DateTime?-type, indicating that the
date being returned can be null, as the query might not result in a hit. In the
F# function, the result of the query is a sequence of 0 or more elements. This
sequence is piped into the tryHead function of the Seq module, which will wrap
the date entry into an Option.Some-type if it is found, or return Option.None if
the sequence is empty.

Finally, the F# function contains a little less boilerplate code compared to the
PetaPoco-implementation. The difference in conciseness is not that major here;
the fact that the F# function is written in one third of the code lines is mostly due
to the compact syntax of expressions as opposed to statements. The fact that there
is no need for a "try-finally" clause is because that part of the logic is handled
by the type provider to fit with the expression-based logic of F#. However, it
ultimately results in a little less noise in the F# code, which is always a a good
thing.

All in all, the examples I have studied working with this thesis show that
when it comes to data access with very simple SQL queries, F# type providers
are a safer approach with regard to static checks, and result in a little less
code overall. It should be emphasized however that type providers are specific
to the F# language, and that therefore the advantages shown here do not
indicate a general advantage for functional programming over object-oriented
programming when it comes to data access.

9.2.2 Dynamic SQL: micro-orms vs type providers

The following query is a piece of code that took a long time to get right in my
reimplementation. It is a substantial query that in the C# implementation is built
by concatenating numerous string literals based on a set of tests during runtime.
It begins like this:

1 var reqSql = new StringBuilder($"SELECT A.TestId , A.
TestStarted , A.TestFinished , A.Patient {(
hasNationalId ? ", patId.CountryCode , patId.OrigNr
" : "")} FROM PatientMaster A ");

2
3 if (officenumber > 0)
4 reqSql.Append(" INNER JOIN PatDoctor B ON A.TestId

= B.TestId AND Doctoroffice = @Officenumber ")
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;

Code Listing 9.1: Building SQL string dynamically in C#

The actual query has many more if-tests not shown in the code above that
alter it based on variables that are extracted from the request message that the
handler is operating on. At first I thought that F# type providers would be
unable to implement such dynamic queries, as their static nature would not
allow me to dynamically piece together queries in this way. However, the library
FSharpComposableQuery [56] , which builds on the default F# query builder,
provides a way to write dynamic SQL that is still statically validated. This is
made possible by chaining queries together using a technique called quotation-
splicing:

1 let q1 =
2 <@ query {
3 for A in db.PATIENTMASTER do
4 select (A) } @>
5
6 let q2 =
7 if officenumber > 0 then
8 <@ query {
9 for A in %q1 do

10 for B in db.PATIENTDOCTOR do
11 where (A.TESTID = B.TESTID && B.

DOCTOROFFICE = decimal officenumber)
12 select A } @>
13 else
14 q1
15
16 let q3 =
17 ...

Code Listing 9.2: Dynamic SQL in F#

It is worth noting that the columns projected in the initial recSql string in
listing 9.1 are missing from the projection in the F# counterpart q1. This is because
the projection in the F# query is not narrowed down until the final sub-query; a
new projection has to be specified with each sub-query, and therefore it would
result in way more code repetition to narrow the projection before the final sub-
query. In other words, the selection logic is applied in the same order in the F#
reimplementation as in the C# code, but the final projection is "saved for last",
much like in a functional pipeline of data filtering.

This F# solution to dynamic SQL does not have to give up any static safety, as
each sub-query is validated against the provided types that mirror the relational
database. The way that it works is that if the if-test in q2 is true, the where-
clause on line 11 is added to the final query, otherwise q2 simply evaluates
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to q1 unchanged - this accurately reflects the C# implementation that either
appends the where-clause or not based on the if-test. The initial part of the
query, contained in q1, is quoted using the "<@ ... @>" symbols. Quoting the
query results in the code not being compiled as part of the program, but instead
generates an abstract syntax tree [57]. By quoting the query and thereby delaying
its evaluation, it can be spliced into the next query expression on line 9 by
writing "%q1". This allows us to add further constraints on the initial query
with additional where-clauses. If quotation-splicing was not used here, and the
queries were chained together normally, the first query expression would fully
evaluate before proceeding. This would lead to a query that would table scan
db.PatientMaster before filtering hits in memory, resulting in extremely poor
performance - as opposed to applying the where-clauses to the query prior to
executing it on the database, only retrieving a small subset of the table data that
matches the constraints. While the expressions do not evaluate to SQL-queries as
long as they are quoted, they are still checked for syntax and semantics thanks to
the provided types of the type provider.

In order to finalize a query so that it is executed on the database, the last
query-expression in the chain must not be quoted. In the reimplementation, there
are eight query-expressions, including the final one. Eliding the details, this is
how that last part looks, which causes the query to evaluate:

1 query {
2 for ( ... ) in %q7 do
3 select ( ... ) }
4 |> Seq.toArray

Code Listing 9.3: Evaluating a quoted SQL-query in F#

Splicing the seventh quoted query into the final, unquoted query-expression,
the result is a single SQL-query that contains all constraints.

Composing the queries in this way supports dynamic SQL that still retains all
the static safety that comes with using type providers regularly. However, it is
ultimately not as flexible as simply composing string literals. Like all functions,
the query-expressions need to evaluate to a result with the same signature in all
branches. Therefore, it is important to avoid altering the signature of the resulting
query inside the if-tests of for example q2. Moreover, unlike most comparisons
between the C# and F# implementations, there is more boilerplate code in the F#
code here. For the entire dynamic query, the F# implementation uses 110 lines
of code, while the C# implementation uses only 86 - even when accounting for
any differences in SQL syntax with regard to newlines. This is not a very major
difference however, and is arguably a small price to pay in order to get statically
checked queries.

One might expect that using type providers for SQL, especially in the case
of composing queries, suffers performance losses over a more imperative, less
safe approach. Indeed, after testing the C# and F# servers on the same machine,
there is an observable difference in execution speed as shown in chapter 10.2. The
type provider approach to dynamic SQL turns out to be a little slower than using
unchecked strings with a micro-orm.
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All in all, this example shows that it is possible to implement dynamic SQL
queries with both micro-orms and F# type providers. Type providers give a
high level of static safety, but at the cost of some flexibility and performance.
Building unchecked strings by appending, prepending, or inserting additional
statements right into them is naturally more straightforward and versatile than
having to maintain a certain sub-query signature at each new step, or needing to
save the selection for last in order to avoid code repetition. While somewhat less
flexible, the static safety that F# type providers bring is undoubtedly valuable
when writing new data access code, potentially simplifying the testing process.
Moreover, getting a full semantic and type check on parameters is arguably safer
with regard to protection against SQL injection. There are no limits to what you
are able to put into the string literals that PetaPoco uses to build its queries - while
the micro-orm transforms string literals into parameterized SQL at runtime if
they are syntactically correct, the flexibility of using statically unchecked strings
means that there are more ways for malicious statements to find its way into the
query.

9.3 Immutability and performance

The most complex message handler that I implemented does quite a bit of data
handling. After retrieving sometimes substantial amounts of data from the
database, the handler manipulates and filters it in order to get the necessary
results. It is in parts of the program like this that optimal performance starts
gaining importance, as we do not want to provide the client with a poor
user experience. When it comes to performance, it is a common perception
in development communities that functional programming does not always
come out on top. However, there are ways to utilize "non-functional" logic
in otherwise functional programs in order to compete with traditionally faster
paradigms. In this section, I will discuss this topic, and how it relates to my F#
reimplementation.

A central concept of functional programming is immutability. This is part
of achieving a stateless program, where all computation can be considered
to be the evaluation of mathematical functions, and there are no side effects
from any operations. Using immutable data structures provides a degree of
safety, and can make programs easier to reason about - there is no code in a
different location that can modify your immutable data and create unwanted
side effects that can be hard to debug. Moreover, avoiding mutation can make
programs more composeable, as dependencies are limited to expression inputs
(no code contained within a given expression depends on values outside of that
expression). However, the safety gained from immutability often comes at the
cost of lower performance. It is usually cheaper for a computer to mutate a data
structure, than it is for it to copy entire objects and swap out the few parts that
you want changed in an updated version. This trade-off paves way to the idea
of transforming pure functions into equivalent, imperative code, so that most of
the benefits of a stateless program can be retained, while getting optimal runtime
performance.

In order to get the best of both worlds, the code needs to be referentially
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transparent. The definition of referential transparency says that expressions must
be replaceable with its output without changing the program’s behaviour. For
this to be the case, the expression can not mutate any data outside of its local
scope and thereby change the state of the program. In contrast, in addition to
producing the same output for a given input, a pure function can neither mutate
data outside nor inside of its local scope. Given these definitions, it is possible
to write functions that are impure, yet referentially transparent - any mutation of
data simply has to be contained within local scope. By doing so, programs can be
equally composeable and easy to reason about as if they were entirely pure, but
with the added benefit of imperative performance.

9.3.1 Challenges of reimplementing imperative data handling with
pure functions

It is when handling large amounts of data that using mutation yields a great
benefit, and that usually entails working with collections of data like lists or
arrays. In practise, when translating expressions from functional to imperative
logic, it often comes down to rewriting recursive functions calls into imperative
loops. Recursive function calls lend themselves well to immutable collections,
because it allows us to iterate over them and build a new collection without
any mutation. However, this is far slower than just altering an existing array in-
place. Sometimes, it can even result in more complicated and longer code, if the
particular task at hand is best dealt with using a bit of imperative programming.

When I first reimplemented the most complex message handler, I went for
a pure approach. Later, I rewrote parts of its helper functions into equivalent,
imperative versions. I did this in part to gain runtime performance, but also
because the logic that I was trying to reimplement was very imperative in nature
- there was a lot of mutation of several objects at the same time based on multiple
conditions. This was entirely possible to program with pure functions, but the
result was not very readable. Listing 9.4 shows a function that makes up part
of this handler. This function iterates over a set of analyses and requisitions
found in the LIS database, and adds the requisition results with the correct test
id to reply messages that are sent back to the requester through RabbitMQ.
The implementation details are not very important, but there are two things
happening in this code that can often happen when trying to implement a very
imperative program with pure functions.

Firstly, there is excessive use of recursive functions calls, with an accumulator
that is incremented differently based on a set of if-tests. This can be seen on line
28, where the count-value is only increased if a comment has been added to a
new reply message - otherwise, the current count value is retained. On line 26
however, there is another recursive call for the case where a new reply message
has just been sent, as reply messages are only allowed to contain 50 results each.
In this case, the counter is reset back to 0, making for three different recursive calls
to the same function - one for incrementing, retaining, and resetting the counter.

Secondly, values are often set in tuples, like on line 14. Imperative solutions
often mutate a flag outside of the local scope of if-tests, to indicate that some
mutation or finding took place. In order to get this behaviour without mutation,
the reply message and hasAddedResult flag has to be set at the same time,
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where the branch that copies and updates the reply message also sets the
hasAddedResult-flag to true - and the branch that does not change the message
sets the flag to false.

1 let private sendReplies (msg : PATQ) requisitions
requisitionComments analyses queue =

2
3 let maxNumberOfAnalysesPerReply = 50
4
5 for ana in analyses do
6
7 let patrBase = {PATR.Default with ...}
8
9 let rec addResults requisitions patr cnt =

10 match requisitions with
11 | [] -> patr
12 | req :: tail ->
13
14 let patr , hasAddedResult =
15 if requisitionResults.ContainsKey(req.

TestId) then
16 {patr with Results =

requisitionResults .[req.TestId
].[ana.Analysis] :: patr.
Results}, true

17 else
18 patr , false
19
20 if cnt = maksAntallAnalyserPerPatr then
21 queue <! Publish (Reply patr , msg.

sender)
22
23 let extraPatr =
24 {patr with ...}
25
26 addResults tail extraPatr 0
27 else
28 addResults tail patr (if

hasAddedResult then cnt + 1 else
cnt)

29
30 let patr = addResults requisitions patrBase 1
31
32 if patr.Results.Length > 0 then
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33 queue <! Publish (Reply patr , msg.sender)

Code Listing 9.4: Imperative message handler reimplemented with pure
functions in F#

I realized that not only was this code not very readable, but it was quite
slow performance-wise, as shown in the performance analysis in chapter 10.2.
In addition to containing multiple recursive function calls nested in a for-each
loop, it was performing hundreds of copy-and-updates at runtime, once each
time a new requisition result was added to a reply message. This code could
probably have been reimplemented functionally in a way that did not require so
many branches making different recursive calls, but it would have necessitated
to deviate a lot further from the logic of the C# handler. And even though it
could be coded in a nicer looking way that was easier to reason about, this
performance-critical section would still be using numerous calls to suboptimal
copy-and-update operations on fairly large objects (The reply messages would
have up to 50 results appended to them before they were sent, at which point
they had become sizeable memory-wise). Therefore, instead of re-imagining the
handler logic, I went straight for the translation into an imperative alternative.

9.3.2 Translating a pure message handler into equivalent, imperative
code

Because I was reimplementing a performance-critical section of a message
handler, I figured that opting for a referentially transparent, imperative solution
was a good option. Listing 9.5 shows a function that is equivalent to the one in
9.4, only it uses some mutation in local scope.

1 let private sendReplies (msg : PATQ) requisitions
requisitionResults analyses queue =

2
3 let maxNumberOfAnalysesPerReply = 50
4
5 for ana in analyses do
6
7 let results = ResizeArray ()
8
9 for req in requisitions do

10 if requisitionResults.ContainsKey(req.
TestId) then

11 results.Add(requisitionResults .[req.
ProvId ].[ ana.Analysis ])

12
13 let mutable patr = new PATR ( ... )
14
15 let mutable counter = 0
16
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17 while counter < results.Count do
18 let resultList =
19 svar.Skip(counter).Take(

maxNumberOfAnalysesPerReply)
20 |> List.ofSeq
21
22 if counter = maxNumberOfAnalysesPerReply

then
23 patr <- new PATR ( ... )
24
25 counter <- counter +

maxNumberOfAnalysesPerReply
26 patr.Results <- resultList
27 queue <! Publish (patr , msg)

Code Listing 9.5: Imperative message handler reimplemented with pure
functions in F#

In this solution, I have taken the liberty of adding requisition results into
a ResizeArray, which is an abbreviation for a .NET resizeable list with high
performance. While the immutable solution appended each new result to a
reply message individually, this mutable variant fills up the ResizeArray to the
predetermined result-capacity of the reply messages (50) before attaching it to
them, avoiding numerous expensive copy-and-update operations. In fact, not
a single copy-and-update operation is performed within this function; even
the reply message reference patr is explicitly mutable, allowing to swap in a
completely new PATR when the previous reply message is full on results and
is sent. This is in contrast to the immutable solution, that solved this same need
of creating additional replies once the result-capacity was reached by passing in a
new PATR as a recursive function call-argument instead. Albeit not by much, this
code is even slightly shorter than the immutable version. But more importantly,
it is far easier to reason about, even though it uses mutation, because we do
not need to follow three different paths to recursion - everything is linear and
straightforward.

This example goes to show that functional code is not by default more concise
or easier to reason about. In fact, when trying to emulate the behaviour of stateful
code without mutation, the opposite seems to be the case. Gaining the benefits of
functional programming seems to necessitate the application of "functional logic"
from beginning to end, which entails a completely stateless approach.

When running the F# and C# server on the same machine, and testing the
most performance-heavy message handler, the C# implementation was slightly
faster than the F# version that used only pure functions, as shown in chapter 10.2.
However, when using referentially transparent, imperative functions in the most
performance-critical sections, the F# server had similar performance to the C#
server.

All in all, mutating data is usually significantly faster than copying and
updating it. However, using immutable data structures can result in less failure
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prone programs, because values are safe from unwanted side-effects. Moreover,
the code can be easier to reason about, because values can not be mutated from
unexpected places outside of any given code block. Nonetheless, the benefit of
having code that is easier to reason about necessitates the use of functional logic,
which means avoiding emulating imperative behaviour with pure functions.
By translating selected functions that make up performance-critical components
into referentially transparent, imperative versions, most of the benefits of a
pure program can be retained while gaining optimal performance in the most
important areas.

9.4 Imperative versus functional logic for data validation

One of the reimplemented message handlers contains a component that validates
the national ID numbers of patients registered in the LIS. These numbers have to
follow a set of rules in order to be legal, and the responsibility of this component
is to put strings representing national ID numbers through a set of tests that check
if they follow the rules. For instance, the number has to be exactly nine digits long
in order to be valid1.

When validating data by running a set of tests, it might seem natural to stop
checking whether the data is valid once a single test has failed, because only one
rule has to be violated in order for it to be invalid. At the same time however, for
logging purposes you might want to run all tests on the data regardless to get a
full picture of how many rules were actually broken at once. Either approach
is implementable with both functional and object-oriented programming, but
stopping the validation process once a single test has failed is a bit unnatural to
the functional paradigm. Stopping early in this way is often called "early return",
and is a very imperative flow of control. Because functional languages are
expression-based rather than statement-based, the value of a function is decided
by the evaluation of its entire body. In other words, there is no such thing as an
early return statement.

The the C# component that validates national ID numbers uses many early
returns, similar to this:

1 NationalIDNumberType ValidateNumber(int num)
2 {
3 if (!Test1(num))
4 return NationalIDNumberType.InvalidLength;
5
6 if (!Test2(num))
7 return NationalIDNumberType.InvalidDateOfBirth

;
8
9 if (!Test3(num))

1For clarification, the code and all the validation it performs revolves around the Norwegian-
equivalent of national ID numbers, called "fødselsnummer". The rules will not be the same as for
other countries.
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10 return NationalIDNumberType.
InvalidControlDigits;

11
12 return NationalIDNumberType.Normal;
13 }

Although this is a very simplified version of the component, it captures the
general logic and flow. Since I wanted to reimplement an equivalent solution
with F#, I started looking for ways to get the early return-behaviour with pure
functions. The first and most basic option involves pattern matching and nesting
like this:

1 let validateNumber num =
2 match test1 num with
3 | Error e -> Error e
4 | Ok _ ->
5 match test2 num with
6 | Error e -> Error e
7 | Ok _ ->
8 match test3 num with
9 | Error e -> Error e

10 | Ok result -> Ok result

Code Listing 9.6: Data validation with a nested expression in F#

Instead of each test function returning true or false, they return the F# Result-
type that has two cases, Ok or Error. For the Error-case, each test will have its own
unique error attached, but the Ok-case will simply use an empty default that is
discarded until the final test, at which point a proper Ok-value is built with some
useful information, as shown in listing 9.7 (the controlDigitAlgorithm function
called on line 12 is elided because the low-level implementation details are not
in focus here). This is done because all branches of an expression must return
a value, but also because our validateNumber-function needs an indication as to
whether it should continue to nest further/proceed with the validation process.

1 let defaultOk = Ok ""
2
3 let test1 num =
4 match String.length num with
5 | 11 -> defaultOk
6 | _ -> Error "Invalid length"
7
8 let test2 num =
9 ...

10
11 let test3 num =
12 let res = controlDigitAlgorithm num
13 match res with
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14 | Some typ -> Ok typ
15 | None -> Error "Invalid control digits"

Code Listing 9.7: Simple data validation returning a Result-type in F#

Ultimately, the Result-type is used so that the validation process can give
more information about the input number than simply valid or invalid. As a
secondary benefit, the Result-type acts as F#’s natural error-handling, which is
useful in the case that error-prone parsing is needed. This means that .NET
libraries that throw exceptions can be used gracefully, as the functions that use
these libraries can catch any exceptions and simply pack them into the Error case
of the Result type, hiding the fact that the non-functional concept of exceptions
is used locally in some functions - and still letting you log those errors in a
functional way through pattern matching on the Result type.

The function validateNumber will "return early" if test1 fails, avoiding the
need to perform any more tests when the validation has already failed. However,
there is deep nesting and code repetition with this approach. For each new test,
another level of nesting is required. When the number of tests is high like in the
real component that validates national ID numbers, this is not a great solution.
There are two alternatives that remain; either abandoning the idea of early return
and simply running all the tests regardless of failures (which allows us to gather
all error messages, but could have slightly lower performance), or using F#
computation expressions to emulate early return while avoiding the code repetition
and nesting. Computation expressions in F# is a language construct that allows
for sequencing and combining computations with a convenient syntax [58].
Without going into too much detail about how they work behind the scenes,
computation expressions are inspired by Haskell monads [59], which in turn are
based on the mathematical concept of monads in category theory [60]. Very
simplified, monads pass the result value of a function into another function.
Using a monad-based computation expression, the code in listing 9.6 can instead
be written like this:

1 let validateNumber num = either {
2 let! _ = test1 num
3 let! _ = test2 num
4 let! result = test3 num
5 return result
6 }

Code Listing 9.8: Data validation using computation expressions in F#

In fact, the function in 9.8 is completely equivalent to the one in 9.6; the
computation expression just acts as syntactic sugar for the same code. However,
this construct avoids nesting and allows us to focus on the high-level logic.

There are other approaches to doing this in F#, but they require that all
tests are ran regardless of outcome, meaning there is no early return. Running
all tests is probably fine in many cases, but if the tests are numerous and
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computation-heavy, it could hurt performance. Whether more error-information
or performance is most important depends on what is being implemented, but
clearly it is an advantage to have both possibilities at your disposal. F# is able
to do both, but the lack of a real early return makes it slightly more complex to
implement the variant that terminates after the first error.

All in all, there were no major issues with implementing the data validation
component, even though it too used very imperative logic. If you want early
returns, it is probably a little easier to program a few methods using a proper
return-statement than it is to use F# computation expressions. However, compu-
tation expressions are a powerful tool that provide highly useful syntactic sugar
once they are set up, and they have many further uses that are not discussed here.
While it might be slightly simpler to implement early returns with statements, it
is not particularly complex to do with only expressions. Moreover, the Result-
type of F# lends itself very well to data validation, providing an easy way to store
information and handle errors in a functional way through pattern matching.
The full C# implementation of this component uses numerous out-parameters to
gather additional information beyond valid/invalid, which can get a little con-
fusing - while using the Result-type in F# to gather any useful information is very
simple and easy to reason about.

9.5 Discussion

Reimplementing the message handlers in F# went relatively smoothly overall.
The most challenging handler was the one containing complex dynamic SQL
queries, as well as data handling that was very imperative in nature.

When it came to writing simple queries to a relational database, F# type
providers appear to give superior static safety over using micro-orms. Although
this does not necessarily reflect a difference on the paradigm level, as the type
providers are specific to the F# language, it seems to show a clear advantage
for the F# reimplementation with regard to data access. Dynamic SQL on the
other hand was challenging to implement using F# type providers, as the need
to statically validate queries disallows incomplete queries that are only built
at runtime. Micro-orms like PetaPoco showed more versatility in that regard,
being able to execute strings that are built in any way as SQL queries. However,
it was still possible to implement dynamic SQL using F# type providers, by
making several complete queries and joining them at runtime using quotation
splicing. When it comes to dynamic SQL, this results in a trade-off of some
increased versatility for the micro-orms versus a lot of type, syntactic and
semantic safety for F# type providers. Consequently, for data access overall, the
F# reimplementation seems to have an advantage over the C# code, even when it
comes to dynamic queries.

As most of the data handling and heavy computation happens in the message
handlers, performance naturally becomes a concern here. As is well known,
while immutable data can make code less error-prone and easier to reason about,
it is often slower to use than mutable data. However, this can be largely mitigated
by translating pure functions from performance-critical sections into equivalent,
imperative versions that are referentially transparent.
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As has been the case with several parts of this system, it would probably have
been easier to code the handlers from scratch based on a set of requirements
than it was to reimplement them based on parts of an object-oriented system.
However, the code got good mileage out of functional constructs, especially
in the parts dealing with data access, filtering and validation. Moreover,
reimplementing the system in this way was a great exercise in demonstrating
the interoperability between F# and the rest of .NET, as well as the usefulness of
combining object-oriented and functional constructs in the same program.
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Chapter 10

Quantitative comparison between
the F# and C# implementations

Up until this point, I have mostly discussed qualitative similarities and differ-
ences when comparing the object-oriented and functional implementations. To
supplement this, I have performed some analyses to provide some quantitative
data for a more empirical comparison.

In the first part of this section, I will describe the lines-of-code analyses
performed on the two code bases. This involves a straightforward comparison of
the absolute number of lines of code, modelling the correlation strength, and
finally a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks to assess the
statistical significance of the differences. A Kruskal-Wallis analysis, as discussed
in 5.1.1, is a non-parametric method for testing whether two samples originate
from the same distribution [16].

Finally, I will describe a performance analysis, including the method used to
perform the runtime tests and the results.

10.1 Lines-of-code analysis

Initially, I manually measured the lines of code used in selected components. I
focused on the components that make up the main message queue, the main loop,
the message handler reflector, and the three reimplemented message handlers. I
did not measure utility functions or data types, as these do not contain complex
code or make up the core of the system.

As the F# reimplementation is technically a subset of the C# system, meaning
that the C# code contains additional functionality that I did not reimplement,
I made sure to only measure parts of the C# components that exists in the F#
components. Figure 10.1 shows the results of this initial measurement, containing
the absolute numbers of lines of code. In order to get a better view of the relative
differences, Figure 10.2 shows a version with normalized data. As shown in this
diagram, some F# components are more concise than their C# counterparts, while
others are more similar. However, all F# components were measured to have
fewer lines of code than their C# counterparts. In total, the F# reimplementation
used about 30% fewer lines of code in the selected components.
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Figure 10.1: Lines of code analysis using absolute values

Figure 10.2: Lines of code analysis with normalized data
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Figure 10.3: Scatterplot of lines of code in C# and F# implementations with
regression line

Before assessing the statistical significance of this finding, I wanted to look
at the differences from a local perspective. A local perspective limits the scope
to the actual domain, development environment, and specific modules that have
been developed in both paradigms and respective languages. Within the limited
scope that is this case-study, I wanted to look at the relationship between lines
of code in the C# vs the F# implementations. Figure 10.3 shows a scatterplot
of the relationship between lines of code in the F# and C# selected components.
The regression line shows the best fit between all data-points in the scatterplot,
based on the least-square method. The regression line gives the minimum
vertical distance between each data point and the line. It gives a good basis
for the estimation of new data in the same context. R2 is a measurement on
goodness of fit, giving the percentage of the variation explained by the model
(R2 = Explained Variation / Total Variation). The current R2 of 0.9937 shows a
very strong correlation between the lines of code in C# and F#.

The findings from the correlation modelling with the local perspective is
not necessarily relevant in a general, larger perspective. As we will see in the
following analyses: even though the correlation from the local perspective is very
strong, it does not carry enough strength in terms of statistical significance, and
hence, it does not have sufficient weight to be indicative of an overall pattern.

In order to assess the statistical significance of this finding, I used the two sets
of data to create a box plot as a preliminary analysis for a Kruskal-Wallis test.
This box plot is shown in figure 10.4.

Already when inspecting the results of the box plot, we can begin to suspect
a similar result to the one in the controlled experiment in chapter 5.1.1, namely
that while the absolute number of lines of code is different, the finding is not
statistically significant. Two basic observations to support this initial assumption
are that a) the median for the two data sets, represented by the intersection
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Figure 10.4: Box plot of lines-of-code data for selected components in C# and F#
implementations

between the blue and green colours in the boxes, is quite close to each other, and
b) the overall distribution in terms of spread and overlap looks fairly similar. This
indicates that the chance is low for rejecting the null-hypothesis of the Kruskal-
Wallis test, namely that the two samples originate from the same distribution.

Kruskal-Wallis analysis Analysis output Comment

H 1,25641 Main value(H) from K-
W calculation

Critical value from Chi-sq 3,84 Looking up CV, using
DF=1 and Alpha level =
5%

H vscritical value ok? No H < critical value; not ok

p 0,26233 Probability

s 0,05 Alpha-level of 5%

Significant? No Probability > Alpha-
level, i.e. not significant

Table 10.1: System specifications of the test environment

Table 10.1 shows an overview of the Kruskal-Wallis test that was performed.
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Indeed, the difference in lines of code is not statistically significant at the 5% level,
which is the most commonly used alpha level for such tests. This is in line with
the results of the controlled experiment in chapter 5.1.1. The implications of this
is that while we can observe an absolute difference in the raw data, where the
functional reimplementation is more concise, I can not with sufficient statistical
probability say that my limited results alone indicate a greater pattern. However,
in the scope of this case-study, there is a strong correlation between lines of
code in the two implementations, with the functional variant consistently having
roughly 30% fewer lines of code across components.

10.2 Performance analysis

For the performance analysis, I chose to focus on the largest message handler,
as this is the only message handler that performs significant computation. This
handler creates SQL queries dynamically, and performs a lot of filtering and
iteration over the query results. In order to measure execution times, I used the
.NET stopwatch class [61], which allows you to accurately measure elapsed time
during program execution.

Three different servers were tested: the C# implementation, the final F#
reimplementation which used some mutation in local scope but was referentially
transparent, and a pure F# variant that used no mutation. The purpose behind
testing two variants of the F# server was to assess the impact of immutability
during computation-heavy tasks.

All three servers were tested on the same machine, with the system
specifications shown in table 10.2.

Processor Intel Core i7-770 3.6 GHz

RAM 32,0 GB

Operating system Windows 10, 64 bit

Table 10.2: System specifications of the test environment

The analysis involved measuring the average execution time of 10,000
consecutive request messages to the largest message handler of the servers. The
tests were ran by starting all three servers concurrently on the same machine. A
test client was then used to send 15,000 request messages over RabbitMQ to the
addresses of each server. All three servers were stopped when the slowest server
had finished handling its 10,000th message. This was done so that the average
execution time of the first 10,000 requests was calculated for every server while
two other servers were running, so as to create a fair and equal environment.
The test was repeated 5 times, and the average of the tests was calculated. Figure
10.5 shows the results of the performance tests plotted in a diagram. In these
measurements, the part of the handler dealing with data access, labelled "SQL",
is split from the rest of the computation which is labelled "Non-SQL". The Y-axis
is based on seconds, with all handlers hovering around 1 second for their average
request execution time.
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Figure 10.5: Average execution time result of 10,000 consecutive request
messages in computation-heavy message handler

A few observations can be made from the results of the performance tests.
Firstly, the F# reimplementation that used classes and some mutation in local
scope runs faster than the C# implementation on the Non-SQL parts. However,
this can likely be ascribed mostly to some inefficiencies in the C# code with regard
to unnecessary iterations that were improved upon in the F# reimplementation.

While the non-SQL part of the "imperative" F# server was faster than the
C# server, the two have roughly the same overall performance, as the SQL
part is significantly slower in the F# server than in C#. After comparing the
actual SQL query that was sent to the database, I found that the F# version
was not significantly less efficient than the C# version, which means that the
difference in performance when dealing with data access can be explained by
the processes that create the query and retrieve the results. In other words, F#
type providers appear to have a lower performance than the micro-orm PetaPoco
does, at least when utilizing composed queries and quotation splicing to build
dynamic queries.

The pure F# variant was the slowest of all three servers. Its data access part
took equally long as the "imperative" F# variant, because the code for this part
was the same. However, the numerous copy-and-update operations that were
performed in order to completely avoid mutation clearly had a major negative
impact on performance.

All in all, the tests showed that the functional reimplementation was able to
compete with the object-oriented implementation performance wise. The results
of the performance tests strengthens the view described in section 9.3, where
I argue that components in performance-critical sections of otherwise purely
functional programs can be translated into imperative, referentially transparent
code in order to boost performance while retaining most benefits of a stateless
program. Additionally, the results show that using the statically validated
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data access methods of F# type providers results in a loss of performance over
unvalidated strings, at least when it comes to building dynamic SQL queries.
The trade-off of higher static safety for lower performance is ultimately a matter
of preference.
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Part III

Conclusion
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Chapter 11

Results

In this thesis I have compared the functional and object-oriented programming
paradigms on a higher level, as well as a lower level. The higher-level com-
parison consisted of analysing some relevant studies, their methodologies and
results, as well as looking at some tools that the paradigms provide to support
modular programming, and their overall program decomposition. The lower-
level comparison consisted of a case-study, documenting my development pro-
cess in reimplementing an object-oriented system written in C# into functional
code written in F#.

In the introduction, I posed three research questions. In this chapter, I aim to
answer those questions using my findings from both the higher- and lower-level
comparisons that were made in this thesis.

RQ1: What is the scientific consensus on how the object-oriented and func-
tional programming paradigms compare?

To answer this question, I look at the findings from the comparative studies
explored in chapter 5. All three studies that measured lines of code ([13,
17, 25] looked at in 5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.2.2 respectively) showed to some degree
that functional languages produced more concise code than object-oriented
languages. However, one of the controlled experiments [17] only made a direct
comparison based on the raw data. The other controlled experiment [13] found
that the studied functional language produced more concise code in terms of
absolute lines of code, but they were not able to establish the statistic significance
of this when using a Kruskal-Wallis [16] analysis. The repository mining-study
[25] on the other hand was able to establish the statistical significance of the
difference in conciseness, using a Wilcoxon Signed-rank test [28] on a much
greater sample size. Here it was shown that the functional languages involved
in the study produced significantly more concise code than the object-oriented
languages. All in all, the studies that measured lines of code all found that
functional languages resulted in programs with fewer lines of code, but only the
study that used a large sample size was able to establish the statistical significance
of this.

Runtime performance is another property of programming languages that
has been looked at in comparative studies. The controlled experiment [17] con-
sidered in 5.1.2, and the repository-study [25] considered in 5.2.2, measured
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runtime performance of their included languages. The controlled experiment
found that functional languages had a slower execution speed when implement-
ing pure variants of an algorithm that was designed to use mutation. Beyond
that, the controlled experiment did not establish a marked difference between
the object-oriented and functional paradigms in terms of execution speed. Simil-
arly, the repository mining-study did not find that either paradigm was markedly
superior in this regard, although the studied object-oriented languages achieved
a slight edge on average. The authors note however that they were not able to
control for the factor that solutions written in languages classified as belonging
to a certain paradigm in their study could have used programming styles from
other paradigms, as many languages today are multi-paradigm. As a result, it is
possible that some of the functional solutions used varying degrees of imperative
logic on the computation-heavy tasks, which could have positively skewed the
results for the functional languages.

In terms of memory-efficiency, the two studies that measured runtime
performance showed conflicting results. In the controlled experiment, Haskell
was significantly less memory-intensive than the other studied languages - but
in the repository mining-study, Haskell used the most RAM of all studied
languages, with both object-oriented languages considered in that study using
less RAM than than both of the functional languages considered. Moreover,
both functional languages triggered significantly more page faults than all other
languages included in the study, indicating that functional languages make
distinctly non-local memory access. Seeing as the repository mining-study used
far greater sample sizes, and used statistical methods in order to establish the
statistical significance of their findings, their results are arguably more reliable.
Consequently, based on these two studies, it seems that the two programming
paradigms perform similarly when it comes to execution speed. However, object-
oriented languages appear to have an edge when it comes to memory efficiency.

Only the controlled experiment [13] considered in 5.1.1 generated metrics to
compare levels of reuse. In this study, they found that the functional programs
they implemented had a significantly higher level of code reuse than the object-
oriented programs. However, the authors note that this could largely be ascribed
to the fact that their functional programs used a large number of list processing
functions.

Finally, error proneness is a measure of software quality that is of great
interest. While it is good if a program runs fast and efficiently, and is as
small as possible while seemingly fulfilling the requirements, it is of little
help if the program is incorrect. Programs doing what we want them to do
without failing is arguably one of their most important properties. Three of the
studies considered error proneness ([13, 21, 25] looked at in 5.1.1, 5.2.1, 5.2.2
respectively). One of the repository mining-studies [21] found that functional
languages introduced fewer defects overall than object-oriented languages by
a very small, but significant margin. The other repository mining-study [25]
did not find a marked difference between the functional and object-oriented
paradigms with regard to error proneness, although the functional languages
had a slight edge on average. However, the authors found that the type system
used by languages did have a major impact. Compiled, strongly-typed languages
were found to be significantly less prone to runtime failures than interpreted or
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weakly-typed languages. In the controlled experiment [13], one of their metrics
indicated that the functional language they studied introduced more errors per
1,000 lines of code than the object-oriented language. However, the authors
believe this could largely be ascribed to the fact that they included syntax errors
when generating data for this metric. While all three studies measured error
proneness, it should be noted that their approaches were different, which could
explain why there seems to be some conflict between their results.

All in all, the most significant and reproduced difference between the two
paradigms in the considered studies is that functional languages tend to create
more concise code. On the other metrics that have been measured, there are
some conflicting results. I should point out that I have only looked at a relatively
low number of studies (because there are, to the best of my knowledge, not
very many comparative studies that compare the functional and object-oriented
paradigms. Moreover, the available time to research and write a master’s thesis
is after all limited, so this was the scope I stuck with), so it is difficult to establish
a consensus based on this small sample size. However, the two programming
paradigms seem to perform fairly similarly on most quantifiable metrics, except
conciseness.

RQ2: What high-level differences exist between the object-oriented and func-
tional programming paradigms, and what impact do those differences
have on software systems written with those styles?

To answer this question, I will refer to the differences discussed in chapter 6
on modularity and software evolution. In this chapter, I explored the unique tools
for modular programming that the functional and object-oriented paradigms
bring, as well as their general program decomposition and how that affects
extensibility and system evolution.

The functional style can utilize currying with partial application, higher-order
functions, and lazy evaluation in order to modularize systems comprised mainly
of functions. The object-oriented style can utilize inheritance and/or interfaces
in order to promote code reuse and produce decoupled, modular systems based
on classes. These tools are tailored to the features of their respective paradigms,
and define different ways to achieve similar goals.

However, the general program decomposition of the two paradigms is very
different, and has very real effects on how easy it is to evolve a system in a
certain direction. A functional decomposition is proficient at extending a system
by adding new operations to existing data types, but needs to modify existing
code (all functions that operate on that data type) if new variants of existing data
types are added. In contrast, an object-oriented decomposition is proficient at
extending a system by adding new variants to existing data types, but needs to
modify all variants of a data type when adding a new operation to the type.

There are design patterns for both paradigms that make it possible to
circumvent the need to modify existing code when extending the system in any
direction. However, these solutions naturally do not remove the need to provide
implementations for the new data variant or operation that is added - they simply
allow for it to be done without modifying existing code. Furthermore, these
design patterns arguably make the code more difficult to read and reason about.
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Ultimately, I concluded that based on the difference in program decomposi-
tion, the best solution could be to combine both paradigms in the same system
based on which direction specific components need the most continuous exten-
sion in, as this lets programmers use the paradigms in their most proficient way,
and does not necessitate basing the whole system on complex design patterns.

RQ3: How do the findings in the answers to RQ1 and RQ2 relate to the case-
study described in part 2 of this thesis?

Some of the findings in the comparative studies, as discussed in my answer to
RQ1, were replicated in my case-study. Most notably, the lines-of-code analysis
performed on the C# and F# implementations in chapter 10.1 revealed a strong
correlation between the number of lines of code in the two implementations,
where the F# code had about 30% fewer lines of code than the C# code. The
prediction model used to test the correlation was highly accurate, indicating that
the difference between equivalent modules was fairly consistent. However, when
using a Kruskal-Wallis test [16] on the two samples, it did not turn out to be a
statistically significant result. This is very similar to what happened in one of
the controlled experiments [13], where the functional programs averaged 30%
fewer lines of code than the object-oriented programs, yet statistical significance
was not established. However, the repository mining-study [25] that analysed
far greater samples did find that the functional programs were significantly more
concise than the object-oriented programs considered. This seems to indicate that
larger sample sizes tend to be required in order to establish statistical significance
when it comes to differences in conciseness.

In terms of performance, there is some overlap between the findings in the
comparative studies and the results of my case-study. While my performance
tests were relatively small in scale, they showed that the difference in execution
speed between the F# and C# implementations was not very large. However, the
F# server variant that used only immutable data structures was markedly slower
than the rest. The nature of the computation-heavy message handler that was
used in the tests forced the pure F# server to use numerous copy-and-update
operations, where the other servers simply used mutation of a few fields. This
is in line with the results of the controlled experiment [17] where the authors
implemented pure solutions to an algorithm that was designed to take advantage
of mutation, which had the result of slower execution times for the functional
implementations.

The authors of the controlled experiment [13] considered in 5.1.1 found that
their results indicate that functional languages might promote a higher level of
code reuse than object-oriented languages. When reimplementing the C# system
into functional F# code, I did notice how easy it was to create new functions
based on old ones. By utilizing higher-order functions, currying, and partial
application, it was often trivial to create new and complex functionality with
concise expressions that reused existing functions.

Beyond quantitative measurements, the high-level qualitative differences
between the paradigms discussed in RQ2 were easy to recognize during the F#
development process. In particular, the difference in extensibility described by
the expression problem [40] was very noticeable when trying to reimplement
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a pure variant of the message types as discussed in chapter 8.1. An object-
oriented decomposition makes it trivial to extend a data type by adding new
cases to it, while a functional decomposition makes this difficult. As I needed
a message type that could represent potentially hundreds of message variants,
I encountered major problems when trying to implement this with immutable
data structures. Ultimately, I opted to use classes for this part of the system.

Other high-level differences revealed themselves particularly when imple-
menting the message queue and main loop. In order to achieve similar levels
of modularity as the C# system, I used several of the techniques discussed in
chapter 6.1, namely currying, partial application, and higher-order functions.

Ultimately, as I concluded in the discussion of 6.4, it might be best to combine
the two paradigms within the same system in order to implement components in
the most extensible and idiomatic way possible. That is exactly what I ended up
doing in my F# reimplementation, using classes in selected areas of an otherwise
functional program in order to get the best of both worlds.
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Chapter 12

Concluding Remarks

When it comes to comparing the paradigms of functional and object-oriented
programming, it is important to include both qualitative and quantitative
aspects. When trying to find out which technology is best, it is easy to focus
on features like runtime speed and efficiency. However, features that are more
difficult to quantify, like readability, and how easy it is to reason about a program,
are also important. When reimplementing the C# message passing system into
functional F# code, one of the main things I noticed was how easy it was to
reason about components once they were coded - even when looking at them
many months after having written them. In my experience, this is an effect that
seemingly fades the more mutation a program uses, or if the language in question
allows forward referencing.

In light of my findings in this thesis, a combination of the functional and
object-oriented programming paradigms within the same system seems to be
an optimal solution to the problems that each paradigm uniquely faces. Most
benefits of both paradigms can be achieved at the same time if certain principles,
like referential transparency, are followed.
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Chapter 13

Future Work

At the current date, there are not many empirical studies that compare the
functional with the object-oriented programming paradigms. In this thesis I have
concluded that a combination of the two programming styles within the same
system appears to achieve most benefits of both at the same time.

It would be interesting to see the two paradigms combined in larger scales,
with an emphasis on maintaining the benefits of both paradigms across all
modules. Basing larger systems on this concept, and studying how they evolve
over time, could provide some useful insights.

Moreover, it would be interesting to see more specialized comparisons
between the two paradigms. Studies should analyse problems that are tailored
to finding differences in more specific areas rather than overall. Exploring
performance, failure proneness, and complexity in specific algorithms or types
of systems, using detailed profiling tools could provide some new quantitative
insight.
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